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Graphic novel adaptations of classic texts are not fully recognized for their 
potential contributions to scholarship. This thesis argues that a graphic novel adaptation 
of classic literature can function as literary criticism of its source while allowing for 
further interpretation.  Case studies include three classic texts with their corresponding 
graphic novel adaptations: Shakespeare‘s Macbeth with Shakespeare’s Macbeth, the 
Manga Edition, and Classical Comics‘ Macbeth: the Graphic Novel; Shelley‘s 
Frankenstein with Classical Comics‘ Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel; and Wilde‘s The 
Picture of Dorian Gray with adaptations by Thomas and Fiumara and by Edginton and 
Culbard.  Findings demonstrate complex ways in which adaptations engage 
reader/viewers and facilitate analysis of their sources.  The graphic novel interprets 
through visual image, rhetoric, and linking of themes and motifs; it can also visually 
express concepts.  Since its reader/viewer interprets as well, the graphic novel adaptation 
functions as collaborative criticism between the reader/viewer and source text. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
If, as Oscar Wilde claims, ―Criticism is itself an art,‖
1
 can art be criticism?  Wilde 
suggests that it can, as he continues: 
And just as artistic creation implies the working of the critical faculty, and indeed, 
without it cannot be said to exist at all, so Criticism is really creative in the 
highest sense of the word.  Criticism is, in fact, both creative and independent. 
(Norton 1692) 
  
 In addition to the artist as critic, Wilde considers the critic to be ―an interpreter‖ (Wilde, 
Norton 329).  The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory supports 
Wilde‘s concepts with its own definition: ―The art [my emphasis] or science of literary 
criticism is devoted to the comparison and analysis, to the interpretation and evaluation of 
works of literature‖ (Cuddon 196). In associating criticism with art and interpretation, 
both sources maintain that art can function as criticism. 
 What happens, though, when comics art is used for literary expression in a 
graphic novel adaptation?  Can a graphic novel function as literary criticism of its source?  
A literary critic examines a text through a conceptual lens or lenses.  I examine what 
happens when an artist and an adaptation‘s creative team examine a text through physical 
and imaginative lenses, those of writers‘ and artists‘ eyes.  The creative team selects what 
it views as important elements, makes connections between components of the text, and 
interprets these elements through the language of art.  Because of this, it is important to 
recognize that a graphic novel is a commentary, a piece of criticism that a scholar can 
examine and respond to as he or she would to a scholarly article or book.  In this way, the 
graphic novel adaptation functions as an interpretive agent.   
                                                 
1
 From Wilde, ―The Critic as Artist.‖ 
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In acting as criticism, though, the graphic novel adaptation differs from the 
traditional literary critic in a significant way.  While the literary critic uses language to 
specify and explain his or her interpretation of the source material, the graphic novel 
adaptation requires the reader/viewer
2
 to actively participate in order to discover the 
adapter‘s interpretation, since the adaptation does not explain the reasons for that 
interpretation.  The reader/viewer, therefore, becomes a collaborator while bringing his or 
her own interpretations to the reading of the adaptation.  
I argue that a graphic novel adaptation of classic literature can function as a piece 
of literary criticism by interpreting its source in sophisticated ways that allow for further 
interpretation; when analyzed together, both versions invite reader participation and 
interpretation through the process of comparison. Since interpretation is a key element of 
criticism, I will focus my case studies on the graphic novels‘ interpretations of their 
sources.  For each set of novels, I ask the question, ―If an adaptation is an adapter‘s 
creative interpretation, does reading a graphic novel interpret the source material for the 
reader instead of allowing the reader to develop his or her own interpretation?‖  While I 
do allow that adaptations guide and can even persuade a reader of an interpretation, the 
qualities of visual art actually provide opportunities for additional interpretations because 
of the inherent ambiguity and reader perception.  I argue in each chapter, therefore, that 
the graphic novel interpretations analyzed do not limit reader interpretations.  It is 
precisely these various interpretations that allow the reader to participate in the critical 
process, and that allow the graphic novel adaptation to function as criticism. 
                                                 
2
 In an email correspondence from the Comix Scholars list, James Bucky Carter suggests use of 
the term ―reader/viewer‖ to include the actions of reading the verbal and visual components of comics and 
graphic novel texts. 
 3 
I analyze three classic texts with their corresponding graphic novel adaptations: 
Macbeth, Frankenstein, and The Picture of Dorian Gray. Since graphic novel adaptations 
are usually produced by creative teams which consist of text adapters and artists, these 
teams produce their own readings of their literary sources.  I will show that the graphic 
novel adaptation is, then, a critical reading, or interpretation, that allows further 
interpretation as well. 
The Problem 
 ―I‘m not bad; I‘m just drawn that way,‖ says cartoon character Jessica Rabbit in 
the film Who Framed Roger Rabbit? Her utterance and her appearance work together as 
word and image to represent her character. Jessica‘s statement alludes to the problem of 
appearance as representation, and to the potential of visual image to mislead.   
Jennifer Wiley states that, while ―in some cases a picture may be worth a 
thousand words,‖ there are also [perceptual] problems associated with visual images: 
…although under some conditions images may allow for an immediate 
apprehension of a new concept, research in cognitive science has demonstrated 
that in other cases, images and animations may actually lead to poorer 
understanding and distract the reader from understanding the central message of a 
text.  In an age in which visual forms of presentation are becoming more and 
more prevalent, it is important for authors and educators to recognize the potential 
cognitive implications of including graphics, pictures, or animations alongside, or 
instead of, prose. (202) 
 
Wiley‘s statement explains why educators may be resistant to using graphic novels in the 
classroom.  In spite of these concerns, graphic novels have become a hot item in 
education.  We can see this in the virtual explosion of pedagogical materials entering the 
 4 
publishing market, with the intention of assisting teachers with graphic novel use in the 
classroom.
3
   
How far, though, has respect for graphic novels in education come?  
 Respect for the comics medium has gradually increased since Fredric Wertham‘s 1954 
book Seduction of the Innocent, in which he accused comic books of having a detrimental 
effect on the moral development of children.  While some parents and teachers conceded 
that at least their children were reading, appreciation of the medium as a sophisticated 
topic of study is somewhat new; Jeet Heer and Kent Worcester explain that ―the 
emergence of a research-driven scholarly corpus, informed by the regular exchange of 
ideas, information, and findings, is a relatively recent occurrence‖ (Heer and Worcester 
xii). 
The number of graphic novel adaptations of classic literature is also increasing. 
The increase in production of these adaptations during the last decade indicates that they 
are being widely utilized.  For example, Amazon.com is currently selling ten different 
graphic novel versions of Macbeth, and their dates of publication all listed between 2005 
and 2008; another version will be available later this year. Similarly, Classical Comics is 
a publishing company in the United Kingdom devoted solely to graphic novel adaptations 
of British literature, and offers teacher guides to accompany some of them.  Even comics 
companies such as Marvel are producing adaptations of classics. 
Even so, some educators continue to resist the graphic novel adaptation‘s ability 
to do justice to its source. In addition, many do not appreciate the degree of sophistication 
                                                 
3
 These works include Teaching the Graphic Novel, edited by Stephen E. Tabachnick; Building 
Literacy Connections with Graphic Novels: Page by Page, Panel by Panel, Edited by James Bucky Carter; 
Teaching Visual Literacy, edited by Nancy Frey and Douglas Fisher; and Teaching Graphic Novels, by 
Katie Monnin.  
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and insight that these adaptations give students in the analysis of literature.  Chris Wilson, 
―Editor-in-Geek‖ of graphicclassroom.com, says that ―High school and college English 
instructors seem to abhor the adaptation as a baleful attack upon classic literature and 
classic education.  That to read such things is to demean the original and toss it aside as 
bothersome rubbish.‖
4
  While Wilson explains that he understands this viewpoint, he 
makes a case that there is educational use for ―good‖ graphic novel adaptations, which 
―can provide students with an invaluable introduction to a story they might otherwise 
skip.‖ Further in the essay he explains his use of a graphic novel for assisting students 
with comprehension; as an example he says that the students ―will have an understanding 
of THE ODYSSEY, a foundation from which to pull when they read the poem.‖  Thus, 
his appeal for the use of these adaptations, as I have seen in numerous other 
commentaries, centers on graphic novel adaptations as introductions, as interest grabbers, 
and as aids for reading comprehension.   
Engagement, Not Replacement   
There are, then, educational concerns about the use of graphic adaptations of 
classic literature.  While most of the educational community would probably agree that 
no graphic novel adaptation should replace its original, Wilson‘s estimation of the 
benefits of graphic novel adaptations does not go far enough.  Though it is true that in 
reading an adaptation one might experience a story that one might otherwise have 
avoided, it is also true that there are far richer benefits to be received from the analysis of 
a graphic novel with its original. 
  
                                                 
4
 Chris Wilson is a teacher and the editor of The Graphic Classroom, a website intended to be ―a 
resource for teachers and librarians to help them stock high quality, educational-worthy, graphic novels and 
comics in their classroom or school library.‖ 
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In A Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon states that:  
For the reader, spectator, or listener, adaptation as adaptation is unavoidably a 
kind of intertextuality if the receiver is acquainted with the adapted text.  It is an 
ongoing dialogical process, as Mikhail Bakhtin would have said, in which we 




Similarly, the reader/viewer of the graphic novel adaptation engages in a dialogue with 
both texts, as Hutcheon explains that ―…adaptation as adaptation involves, for its 
knowing audience, an interpretive doubling, a conceptual flipping back and forth between 
the work we know and the work we are experiencing‖ (Hutcheon 139).  I suggest that, in 
this way, the graphic novel performs the criticism of its source, as it employs the 
reader/viewer in interpreting this ―conceptual flipping.‖  The analysis of adaptations, 
therefore, requires sophisticated comparisons that go beyond what is included and what is 
left out. While these aspects of analysis are indeed important, the visual techniques that 
the adaptors use give added insight into how we interpret meaning.  
The graphic novel‘s introduction of visual image, in combination with selected 
text, can direct the reader toward themes, motifs, metaphors, and background issues 
present in the original versions of classic literature.  How much direction, though, do 
visual images provide the reader/viewer of a graphic novel adaptation of a classic verbal 
text?  How much room is left for interpretation if visual images are introduced, whether 
or not a verbal text is condensed?  I will address these questions that deal with the 
reader‘s interpretive options in my case studies of graphic novels as critical agents. 
The Case Studies  
 For the purposes of this thesis, I am presenting case studies of British Literature 
from three literary periods.  Though all have Gothic elements that lend themselves to 
                                                 
5
 Hutcheon cites Robert Stam, The Dialogues of Adaptation, 2000, p. 64. 
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visual image, they offer different opportunities for exploration of themes and related 
historical and authorial background.  For the Renaissance, I have chosen William 
Shakespeare‘s Macbeth; for the Romantic Period, Mary Shelley‘s Frankenstein; and for 
the Victorian Period, Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray.  While all three are 
narratives with exciting plots that lend themselves to visual expression, the sophistication 
of text and verbal imagery challenge the adapting teams to match that sophistication and 
imagery in their adaptations.   
Macbeth, as a dramatic art form, was always intended to have a visual component 
inherent in play production.  It seems almost natural that the visual components of actor 
appearance, set design, and costume design, in addition to dialogue, would translate well 
into the graphic novel form.  In this first chapter I explore the dimensions of Lady 
Macbeth as an early modern mother by comparing evidence from Shakespeare‘s script 
with two graphic novel adaptations.  The first is Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the Manga 
Edition, adapted by the creative team of Adam Sexton, Eve Grandt, and Candice Chow. 
Although they state that some text has been omitted, they have not changed or 
paraphrased Shakespeare‘s language (Sexton 3).  The second is Classical Comics‘ 
version, Macbeth: the Graphic Novel, the Original Text Version. The script is adapted by 
John McDonald, and the visual art team consists of Jon Haward on character designs and 
original artwork, Nigel Dobbyn on coloring and lettering, and Gary Erskine as inking 
assistant.  This version makes use of the complete play. Both graphic novels allow us to 
compare the addition of visuals without the added change of narrative voice.  I argue that 
these graphic novels‘ visual portrayals of Lady Macbeth, in conjunction with 
 8 
Shakespeare‘s script, maintain ambiguity and provide for multiple interpretations of her 
character by visually addressing her early modern motherhood. 
In my chapter on Frankenstein I examine the novel in terms of its theme of 
mutability.  I explore this theme by discussing changes in the main characters‘ balance of 
good and evil, the causes of these changes, and comparison of the characters before and 
after the changes.  The adaptations employ visual techniques to contrast or blend together 
aspects of the character values, and to highlight themes and connections.  For this 
chapter, I am using one graphic novel adaptation, Classical Comics‘ Frankenstein: the 
Graphic Novel, the Original Text version. Jason Cobley, script writer, has adapted the 
textual component directly from Shelley‘s version.  The visual art team consists of 
Declan Shalvey providing the linework, Jason Cardy and Kat Nicholson on ―colouring,‖ 
and Terry Wiley on lettering.  This chapter serves as an example that, even if only one 
graphic novel is used in comparison with its source, multiple interpretations are still 
possible. 
Finally, my analysis of The Picture of Dorian Gray brings us back to Oscar Wilde 
and his views of art as criticism, and to mine, on the graphic novel as critical agent. In 
this chapter I am again using two graphic novel adaptations.  The first is adapted by Roy 
Thomas and illustrated by Sebastian Fiumara, while the second is adapted by Ian 
Edginton and illustrated by I.N.J. Culbard.  My investigation here is the search for 
evidence of Oscar Wilde, his personality and his views, in the two versions compared 
with his original. The two adaptations demonstrate radically different interpretations, but 
also show that, while we can analyze the two together for different interpretations, we can 
also make multiple interpretations through the analysis of each individually. 
 9 
Review of Literature 
 More than just comparison of text and image, the research on graphic 
novels spans a wide range of topics, methodologies, and interdisciplinary fields of 
research.  While certainly the relationships between text and image are critical, tracing 
their historical development will necessitate a lengthy discussion that is not practical 
within the scope of this thesis.   Rather than beginning with historical or psychosocial 
discourse on word and image, then, I am focusing on the application of word and image 
as applied to current adaptation studies.  Adaptation studies as a theoretical entity is 
relatively new.  Although stage and visual art have been discussed theoretically since 
ancient times, the acknowledgement of adaptation as a process encompassing multiple 
media is recent.      
Since the graphic novel medium is itself interdisciplinary, it follows that a 
discussion of relevant disciplines is in order.  Of course, discussion of traditional theories 
and theses are relevant as well, and I have included discussion of critical resources within 
the text of each chapter.  This discussion, therefore, will survey adaptation studies and the 
exciting field of comics studies. 
 The youth of adaptation studies as an interdisciplinary field becomes evident 
when one performs a literature search; even literary database searches yield a mixture of 
literary, biological, and social adaptation results. There are theorists, though, working to 
establish adaptation as a critical field of study.  Linda Hutcheon, in A Theory of 
Adaptation, explains that ―the Victorians had a habit of adapting just about 
everything…the stories of poems, novels, plays, operas, paintings, songs, dances, and 
tableaux vivants were constantly being adapted from one medium to another and then 
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back again‖ (Hutcheon xi).  While still popular, adaptation continually adapts itself to the 
ongoing changes inherent in technological media developments. 
Hutcheon also explains that most of the work on adaptation has been done in the 
field of cinema (Hutcheon xii).  In ―Twelve Fallacies in Contemporary Adaptation 
Theory,‖ Thomas Leitch discusses the need for theory in film adaptation studies.  He 
cites the previous works on film adaptation, George Bluestone‘s 1957 Novels into Film, 
and Brian McFarlane‘s 1996 Novel to Film, but maintains that most studies on film 
adaptation are based on case studies rather than theory (Leitch 150).  In fact, his first 
listed fallacy reads ―There is such a thing as contemporary adaptation theory‖ (Leitch 
149). While addressing the need for such theory, his discussion is limited to the medium 
of film. 
Hutcheon also cites Bluestone and McFarlane for their work in film studies. She 
agrees with McFarlane that the analysis of individual works ―invokes the analogy of 
close reading of literary texts,‖ but counters that ―such individual readings in either 
literature or film rarely offer the kind of generalizable insights into theoretical issues that 
this book seeks to explore‖ (Hutcheon xiii).  Leitch and Hutcheon, therefore, both argue 
that a comprehensive theory of adaptation is needed. 
Where Hutcheon differs, though, is her multimedia approach to adaptation.  Her 
stated purpose in writing A Theory of Adaptation is ―to derive theory from practice,‖ and 
to address a wide variety of contemporary media, including ―performance media,‖ and 
media she deems ―interactive,‖ such as video games and amusement parks (Hutcheon 
xii). While her primary purpose is to develop a comprehensive theory, she explains that 
she is also indirectly arguing for the legitimacy of adaptation (Hutcheon xii-xiii).  
 11 
Hutcheon examines adaptations as ―deliberate, announced, and extended revisitations of 
prior works‖ (Hutcheon xiii-xiv).  Preferring the term ―adapted text‖ to ―original,‖ she 
explores ―three major ways we engage with stories (telling, showing, and interacting with 
them)…‖ (Hutcheon xiv).  These three modes, we will see later, are integral aspects of 
engagement with the graphic novel.  
Finally, Hutcheon emphasizes the importance of the creative process in 
adaptation, and discusses the importance of intentionality in the analysis of it.  She 
explains that ―No one denies that creative artists have intentions; the disagreements have 
been over how those intentions should be deployed in the interpretations of meaning and 
the assignment of value‖ (Hutcheon 107).  In questioning the intention of the adapter, the 
reader/viewer of the graphic novel can interact with the adaptation in an informed and 
more objective manner. 
Since graphic novels engage their reader/viewers through use of words and 
images that work together, they communicate as a distinct medium. In Understanding 
Media, Marshall McLuhan states that ―‗the medium is the message‘ because it is the 
medium that shapes and controls the scale and form of human association‖ (McLuhan 1).  
Consequently, if the graphic novel medium forms an association between the adapted text 
and the reader/viewer, understanding how the medium communicates will, in turn, 
facilitate the reader‘s understanding of both texts. 
 Interest in graphic novels has exploded in recent years, and graphic novel 
readership encompasses leisure readers, teachers, and scholars.  Many now agree that 
comics style art has much to contribute to the literary world, and educators have 
recognized that graphic novels have become more sophisticated than previously thought. 
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The field of comics scholarship has also exploded, and spans many disciplines, including 
education, cognitive studies, and communication studies, as well as established fields of 
criticism such as gender and international studies. 
 Comics studies scholars are also developing theories of comics study specific to 
the medium of comics. Will Eisner and Scott McCloud are the ground breakers 
responsible for initiating comics scholarship.  In his acknowledgments, McCloud credits 
Eisner with ―the first book to examine the art-form of comics,‖ Comics and Sequential 
Art. Eisner also explains the narrative aspects of comics in Graphic Storytelling and 
Visual Narrative.  He includes ideas of stereotyping, symbolism, artistic style, reader 
emotional response, and sequence.   Of the medium itself, he says: 
The reading process in comics is an extension of text.  In text alone the process of 
reading involves word-to-image conversion.  Comics accelerates that by 
providing the image.  When properly executed, it goes beyond conversion and 
speed and becomes a seamless whole.  In every sense, this misnamed form of 
reading is entitled to be regarded as literature because the images are employed as 
a language…When this language is employed as a conveyance of ideas and 
information, it separates itself from mindless entertainment.  This makes comics a 
storytelling medium. (Eisner 5-6)            
 
Eisner‘s ideas of reading comics and comics as language are important ideas, and 
function as bases for examining comics as literary criticism.   
 McCloud‘s Understanding Comics has also illuminated critical aspects specific to 
the comics medium.  His book assists the reader with the skills necessary to read comics 
with an analytical eye.   He also provides some key concepts that demonstrate the 
sophistication of the comics medium as a unique communicator of ideas.  First, just as 
Eisner explains that reading comics is a dynamic process, McCloud explains the 
importance of the gutter, or place between comics frames, as the area in which the reader 
actively participates through the process of ―closure.‖  In this way, McCloud states that 
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comics is ―…a medium where the audience is a willing and conscious collaborator and 
closure is the agent of change, time and motion‖ (McCloud 65). Active interpretation, 
then, is a natural consequence of this reader participation.   
 A second concept that is critical to viewing comics as criticism is McCloud‘s idea 
that comics are a form of ―amplification through simplification.‖  Cartoon art, he says, 
―[strips] down an image to its essential ‗meaning,‘‖ and ―an artist can amplify that 
meaning in a way that realistic art can‘t‖ (McCloud 30).  In this way, the graphic novel 
artist can emphasize concepts through the use of this specialized type of visual art, 
thereby communicating his or her interpretive reading.  
 A final concept that is important for my argument is McCloud‘s contention that 
―by de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of form, the 
cartoon places itself in the world of concepts‖ (McCloud 41).  By translating a verbal text 
into the comics medium, then, the artist necessarily conceptualizes the narrative as he or 
she adapts it.  Conversely, the reader will also conceptualize the translation of the text 
and be able to make his or her own interpretations. 
 In their introduction to A Comics Studies Reader, Jeet Heer and Kent Worcester 
survey current trends in comics studies scholarship: 
The burgeoning of comics studies is testified to by a wide array of evidence: 
impressive new biographies and monographs; the construction of a scholarly 
infrastructure (archives, conferences, journals, listserv groups, and so on); greater 
theoretical ambition and sophistication; the internationalization of comics 
scholarship (facilitated by the web); the recovery of lost classics; and the growing 
audience for talks, books, and articles on the history, aesthetics, craft, and politics 
of comics…While the best of the new comics scholarship is eclectic, in approach 
and foci, it consistently returns to certain core themes: the history  and genealogy 
of comics, the inner workings of comics, the social significance of comics, and 
the close scrutiny and evaluation of comics. (xi) 
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While Heer and Worcester‘s book focuses on these themes, there is a vast amount of 
additional scholarship that also addresses them.  Much of this scholarship is pedagogical, 
aimed at teaching the graphic novel and teaching with graphic novels.  Some of this 
scholarship deals with using graphic novels to improve literacy and comprehension.  For 
my purposes in proving graphic novels effective as literary criticism, teaching graphic 
novels in higher education is relevant.  With a similar audience in mind, Stephen 
Tabachnick‘s Teaching the Graphic Novel addresses the use of graphic novels at the 
university level for both undergraduate and graduate studies.   
 Finally, there are a number of literature studies available on individual graphic 
novel adaptations.  Marion Perret, in ―Not Just condensation: How Comic books interpret 
Shakespeare,‖ states that these adaptations ―interpret as well as inform‖ (Perret 73).  She 
also points out that ―sophisticated readers recognize that visual perspective may convey 
an intellectual or emotional point of view,‖ and that ―interpretation may be blatant or 
surprisingly subtle, visual or verbal‖ (Perret 74).  Her statement communicates the 
importance of visual literacy in reading comics effectively. 
 In ―The Graphic Novel and the Age of Transition: a Survey and Analysis,‖ 
Stephen Tabachnick addresses some adaptations of late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century literary works.  Tabachnick explains that many texts of the period are 
strongly visual within the verbal narrative and lend themselves to adaptation.  He then 
analyses a number of adaptations, such as Conrad‘s The Secret Agent, Wilde‘s The 
Picture of Dorian Gray, Stevenson‘s Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Wells‘ 
The Time Machine, and Stoker‘s Dracula.  These adaptations, he says, ―allow us to see 
the original novels in new and different ways,‖ and allow us to reach a ―broader 
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audience‖ (Tabachnick 25).  Tabachnick also addresses adaptations as interpretations 
(Tabachnick 4). 
 My final category of analytical literature is unique to graphic novel scholarship.  
Since graphic novels have been traditionally associated with popular culture, we can find 
relevant discussion in popular media, specifically the internet.  Internet sites that include 
discussion of graphic novel adaptations cross a wide range of sources. Online news 
magazines include the New York Times online, the Huffington Post, and Publisher’s 
Weekly. Library websites include The Hub, a ―literature blog for YALSA,‖ the Young 
Adult Library Services Association.  Websites for teacher resources, such as that 
provided by the National Council of Teachers of English, also include articles and book 
recommendations for teaching with graphic novels.  There are also individual websites 
that deal specifically with graphic novels, as I noted earlier by the example from Chris 
Wilson‘s graphicclassroom.com.  Additionally, there are other individual websites and 
blogs maintained by comics studies scholars, and online scholarly discussion groups such 
as ImageTexT, which is edited at the University of Florida.  These online resources, 
along with scholarly books and articles, make the field of comics studies a dynamic field 
that unites scholars from different backgrounds and connects scholars with teachers and 
the public at large.   
 While performing my research on graphic novel adaptations of classic literature, I 
have noted a lack of references to graphic novels as critical agents. While they are often 
the subject of literary criticism, and are recognized as literary tools, they are not credited 
as critical entities.  My argument addresses their use as critical agents, increasing their 
value a step further.  Literary critics necessarily choose aspects of texts that they consider 
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most important, emphasizing and explicating those aspects verbally as they perform their 
readings.  I argue that graphic novel creative teams who adapt literary sources are doing 
essentially the same thing.  They are performing readings of the adapted texts, 
emphasizing what they consider important, and expounding on those readings and 
perspectives in the mixed language of the graphic novel medium, while allowing their 
readers to make their own interpretations at the same time. 
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Chapter 2: Graphic, but not Comic: 
Lady Macbeth as Early Modern Mother 
What kind of woman would threaten to kill her child to prove the importance of 
keeping a promise? What kind of woman would encourage her husband to murder?  In 
short, what kind of woman is Lady Macbeth?    
Stephen Greenblatt explains that ―Macbeth is a tragedy of meltings, category 
confusions, and liminal states‖ (Greenblatt 2560).  It is precisely category blending that 
creates the ambiguities in Macbeth that allow for interpretation. We can see these 
ambiguities in Lady Macbeth‘s character as well, as she is linked simultaneously with 
witches, masculinity, and motherhood.  Associations with witches and the supernatural 
provide the element of evil.  Associations with masculine traits tie her to the acquisition 
of power, and associations with motherhood intersect with both.  
While Lady Macbeth is notorious for her role in Macbeth‘s descent from hero to 
serial murderer, one can debate the degree of villainy in her character, and the importance 
of her motherhood in the assessment of it. Lady Macbeth may be the instigator of her 
husband‘s treachery or his partner-in-crime.  She may be evil or mad, driven by ambition 
or even demonic.   She may be a mother protecting a child, or an early modern hysteric.  
Shakespeare‘s narrative elements, use of figurative language, and masterful use of 
ambiguity allow for alternative readings of her character. 
For this study, I will examine Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the Manga Edition, and 
Classical Comics: Macbeth: the Graphic Novel, Original Text version to argue that a 
graphic novel‘s visual portrayal of Lady Macbeth, in conjunction with Shakespeare‘s 
script, can maintain ambiguity and provide for multiple interpretations of her character. I 
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will use Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood, and its implications in the early modern period, as 
a framework in which to examine her character.   I will examine evidence of Lady 
Macbeth‘s character in Scenes 1.5, 1.7, and 5.1, beginning with an analysis of 
Shakespeare‘s script and following with the analysis of the scene in each graphic novel.  
The graphic novels that I have chosen provide uniquely different visualizations of 
Lady Macbeth. The Manga version is by Adam Sexton, Eve Grandt, and Candace Chow.
6
  
Although they state that some text has been omitted, they have not changed or 
paraphrased Shakespeare‘s language (Sexton 3).  The Classical Comics‘ version utilizes 
the complete play in its original form.  The script is adapted by John McDonald, and the 
visual art team consists of Jon Haward on character designs and original artwork, Nigel 
Dobbyn on coloring and lettering, and Gary Erskine as inking assistant.  Both versions 
add the creative teams‘ narrative voices through their collaborative layout and artwork, 
but allow for reader/viewer interpretation as well. 
  To emphasize the importance of Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood in the graphic 
novels as well as the play, I will first provide a background explaining early modern 
beliefs that deal with motherhood and its ties to lineage, power, and the supernatural.  I 
will then discuss how we can see evidence of those beliefs in Shakespeare‘s Macbeth and 
its graphic novel adaptations, and how the graphic novels maintain Shakespeare‘s 




                                                 
6
 To avoid confusion in citing page numbers, I will use ―Manga‖ to refer to Sexton, Grandt, and 
Chow‘s Shakespeare’s Macbeth, the Manga Edition.  I will use ―Sexton‖ to refer to Adam Sexton‘s 
introduction to the Manga Edition, ―Suiting the Action to the Word: Shakespeare and Manga.‖ 
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Early Modern Motherhood 
According to Stephanie Chamberlain,  
…maternity [is] an ambiguous, conflicted status in early modern England. Indeed, 
the images of nursing and infanticide that frame Lady Macbeth‘s act one fantasy 
invoke a maternal agency...That patrilineage could be irreparably altered through 
marital infidelity, nursing, and infanticide rendered maternal agency a social and 
political concern… (73)   
In Macbeth, the importance of lineage is manifest in the familial and monarchial 
successions.  An early modern mother had the power to threaten her husband‘s security 
as father, since only she could be sure that a man‘s child was, indeed, his (Chamberlain 
73).  A threat to fatherhood could subsequently disrupt associated sociopolitical 
succession.  In threatening to kill the nursing child, Lady Macbeth threatens Macbeth‘s 
control over his patriarchal lineage.  In urging Macbeth to kill Duncan, she threatens the 
royal order of succession at the same time. By including patrilineal succession issues in 
the storylines of Macbeth, Duncan, Banquo, and Macduff, Shakespeare emphasizes the 
significance of paternity and motherhood in the early modern period.      
Fears relating to witchcraft were also prevalent in the early modern period.  While 
still King of Scotland, King James wrote Daemonologie, a treatise on witchcraft, in 1597.  
In it, he discussed the threat of witchcraft against his rule by Divine Right (Greenblatt 28-
9).  Since most people accused of witchcraft were women, there were associations 
between witches, women, and power.   
Furthermore, ideas regarding female physiology and maternity influenced these 
associations as well. Jenijoy La Belle explains that the ―intertwining of the diction of 
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spirit and body has its intellectual context in Elizabethan physiological psychology, in 
which functions and processes of the body were believed to have mental consequences 
(La Belle, 382).  Correspondingly, the supernatural was connected to women exhibiting 
behavior deemed ―disorderly‖ during the period.   
The supernatural was also attributed to frightening behavior in the form of 
maternal infanticide.  We can see visual evidence of the association of early modern 
motherhood associated with evil in Figure 1, an illustration from an early modern murder 





Fig. 1. ―Mother Commits Infanticide with Help of her Devil Alter.‖ 
From The Origins of War in Child Abuse by Lloyd deMause. 
 
With the association of women and the supernatural, it is not surprising that maternal 
infanticide would be linked to witchcraft and the devil.  The contrasting images of saintly 
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motherhood and evil motherhood would necessarily produce anxieties about maternal 
physiology and motherhood itself. 
Even so, Joanna Levin explains that new ideas of physiology were challenging 
―traditional‖ ideas of demonology which associated these unruly females with satanic 
possession.  In response to the Mary Glover witchcraft case
7
, Edward Jorden wrote his 
1603 Briefe Discourse of A Disease Called the Suffocation of the Mother, which 
attributed to physiology the cause of the supposed possessions. Levin explains that: 
Constructed as a rational alternative to the occult, Jorden‘s etiology maintained 
that hysterica passio, or, as it was more popularly known, the ―Mother,‖ was a 
natural disease that could mimic the signs of demonic vexation.  The satanic force 
animating both the bewitched and witches alike could thereafter be relocated 
within the female body, especially within her sexual and reproductive functions.  
(22) 
  
King James as well, states Levin, ―personifies the shift from witchhunter to proponent of 
the hysteria diagnosis‖ that was taking place in the early modern period (Levin 25). 
Levin‘s analysis merges ―the [relations] between demonology, the etiology of hysteria, 
and concurrent patriarchal ideologies‖ (Levin 22).  We have, therefore, a witches‘ brew 
of ideologies in which the supernatural, patriarchal, and physiological concerns about 
motherhood blend together. 
Early modern motherhood and Lady Macbeth 
The analysis of Lady Macbeth‘s character in Shakespeare‘s script will reveal 
evidence of behaviors similar to Glover‘s symptoms.  Kaara Peterson cites Michael 
Macdonald‘s descriptions of these hysterica passio symptoms, which included a 
―constricted‖ throat, difficulty swallowing, swelling of the neck and throat, episodes of 
being ―dumb and blind,‖  ―unconsciousness,‖ ―trance-like states,‖ and ―more traditional 
                                                 
7
 Mary Glover was a fourteen-year-old girl who exhibited symptoms thought to be the result of 
witchcraft by Elizabeth Jackson.  The case was widely known in the early modern period. 
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manifestations of ‗the Mother,‘ which her first doctor called ‗hysterical passions‘ before 
shifting to the opinion that Glover was possessed‖ (Peterson 6).  One can understand, 
then, that shortening the name of ―suffocation of the mother,‖ to only ―the Mother,‖ and 
controversies over the supernatural and the physical as causes of it, would associate early 
modern motherhood with disease and evil. 
Christina Leon Alfar states that Lady Macbeth, having been ―characterized as an 
emissary of death … has become the epitome, in critical history, of evil motherhood‖ 
(Alfar 16).  What interpretations can we make in association with her motherhood?  What 
evidence is there in all three texts that her motherhood is evil? 
In his introduction to the Manga version, ―Suiting the Action to the Word: 
Shakespeare and Manga,‖ Adam Sexton states that ―Indeed, the women of Macbeth are 
probably the most powerful characters in the play, as they drive the action from start to 
finish‖ (Sexton 4). If they drive the action, which is either the planning or the 
implementation of murder, we would expect the visual expression of evil in the Manga 
version‘s depiction of Lady Macbeth. Furthermore, Shakespeare ties Lady Macbeth‘s 
evil, in however mediated a fashion, to her motherhood. 
In the Classical Comics‘ version, conversely, adapter John McDonald states that: 
When we first meet Lady Macbeth, she appears to be something of an enigma.  
However, her character is based on the real-life Gruoch ingen Boite, who had a 
son, supposed to have been ―simple-minded‖ and who became Macbeth‘s step-
son and later King of Scotland for a short while.  We can understand Macbeth‘s 
reluctance to kill Duncan – he has no children and no-one to pass the title on to... 
―I have no spur to prick the sides of my intent‖.   But Lady Macbeth does – the 
knowledge that her son will become king after Macbeth and, if the boy is ―simple-
minded‖, then her suppression of conscience (femaleness) is necessary to ensure 




                                                 
8
 All quotations of John McDonald, adapter of the Classical Comics version, are from the same 
email correspondence. 
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Since Sexton sees Lady Macbeth as powerful, and McDonald sees Lady Macbeth as 
protective, it will be helpful to initiate analysis with Shakespeare‘s text.  Scenes 1.5, 1.7, 
and 5.1 contain references to Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood and the supernatural with 
enough ambiguity to allow for interpretation of her character. 
Evidence from Scene 1.5 
In scene 1.5 Lady Macbeth calls on the spirits to give her strength by taking away 
her feminine characteristics: 
 The raven himself is hoarse 
That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan 
Under my embattlements.  Come, you spirits 
That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, 
And fill me from the crown to the toe top-full  
Of direst cruelty.  Make thick my blood, 
Stop up th‘access and passage to remorse, 
That no compunctious visitings of nature 
Shake my fell purpose, nor keep peace between 
Th‘effect and it.  Come to my woman‘s breasts, 
And take my milk for gall, you murd‘ring ministers, 
Wherever in your sightless substances 
You wait on nature‘s mischief.  Come thick night, 
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell, 
That my keen knife see not the wound it makes, 
Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark 
To cry ‗Hold, hold!‘   (1.5.36-52) 
 
Stephanie Chamberlain explains, ―Critics have traditionally read this scene as an attempt 
by Lady Macbeth to seize a masculine authority perceived necessary to the achievement 
of her political goals‖ (Chamberlain 79).  Peterson, however, refers to the speech as 
―Lady Macbeth‘s summoning up of hysterical indisposition…she sees menstrual 
blockage as effecting a change in her humoral composition, a means of making her more 
cruelly masculine and less subject to the determinism of the womb that makes her 
female‖ (Peterson 13).  Shakespeare‘s verse invites both of these readings; it invokes 
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images of masculine power, hysterica passio, witchcraft, and motherhood. In lines 36-52 
of Scene 1.5, Shakespeare uses rhetorical devices to address these associations by using 
the motifs of hoarseness, swelling, and thickening.  La Belle explains that much of the 
imagery in scene 1.5 has to do with female biology.  Specifically, she explains that the 
―visitings of nature‖ are allusions to menstruation, and that thickening of blood and 
stopping up of the passage allude to the cessation of menses, and to the prevention of 
compassion and remorse by blocking the blood vessels to the heart (La Belle, 382). More 
than just the blocking of remorse, La Belle points out that blocking the passage also 
blocks the potential for childbearing.  She explains that the stoppage of menstruation ―is 
corruption- in the body and in the state‖ (La Belle 385).  The consequent replacement of 
her breast milk will be its replacement with ―gall‖ (La Belle 382). 
Shakespeare begins Lady Macbeth‘s speech with a reference to a hoarse raven in 
line 36.   J.C. Cooper states that the raven can be a Christian symbol for the Devil.  Since 
the raven shares the symptom of hoarseness with the early modern hysteric, 
Shakespeare‘s script supports an association of the demonic with the physical.   
The repetition of the word ―thick‖ in lines 41 and 48, and frequent use of the ―th‖ sound 
throughout the passage, further emphasizes the importance of Shakespeare‘s thickening 
imagery and alludes to hysterica passio congestion.  Anaphora in lines 37, 39, 43, and 50 
adds further emphasis to the thickening motif.  The images of demonic hoarseness and 
female thickening imagery blur the line between the supernatural and the body. 
Additional elements also support images of the demonic.  The alliteration of the 
―s‖ sound in lines 43 and 47 mimics the sound of a snake.  In fact, Lady Macbeth will 
soon tell Macbeth to act like a serpent (1.5.64). Demonic allusions continue with 
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Shakespeare‘s sight imagery, which occurs in line 47 with the world ―sightless,‖ in line 
50 with ―see,‖ and in line 51 with ―peep.‖  Cooper states that the eye, in Christian 
symbolism, represents the all-seeing G-d; omniscience; power; and light (Cooper 62).  It 
would follow that lack of sight would conversely refer to the darkness of evil.  In terms of 
Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood, though, loss of sight functions as a symptom of hysterica 
passio.  Thus, through sight imagery Shakespeare connects the supernatural and the 
physical with evil motherhood.  
Adding to the formal elements of verbal text, graphic novels use visual rhetoric to 
emphasize the verbal, and to add new perspectives as well.  In the manga version, the 








Fig. 2. Lady Macbeth invokes the spirits. 
From Sexton, Grandt, and Chow, Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the Manga Edition, p. 26.  
The visuals of this page focus on Lady Macbeth‘s face.  The bulk of text appears in the 
middle frame on the right.  In this frame her eyebrows are wrinkled and focused together, 
making her look devious and calculating.  Sexton states that Lady Macbeth‘s ―name has 
become a universal (if sexist) synonym for distaff ambition‖ (Sexton 4). Indeed, the 
visual choices on page 26 support Lady Macbeth as ambitious.  While the only pictorial  
demonic reference is the witchlike appearance of her hand, textual separation of text into 
conversation/thought bubbles adds another visual technique that links her to the witches.  
In these bubbles, changes in the text‘s line structure emphasize the incantation aspect of 
Lady Macbeth‘s speech by beginning each of the last three bubbles with ―come;‖ this 
placement disrupts the visual effect of iambic pentameter lines in Shakespeare‘s script. 
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Visual separation, then, adds to verbal anaphora.  Synecdoche is used by focusing on 
Lady Macbeth‘s mouth, an image that will be repeated throughout the graphic novel to 
connect her with the evil of the witches.  The enlarged picture of her eye in the bottom 
frame visually amplifies the sight motif, as does Shakespeare‘s rhetoric in lines 47, 50, 
and 51.  The open eye also foreshadows and conveys the irony that Lady Macbeth will 
not be able to see as she sleepwalks.   
The close-ups of Lady Macbeth‘s eyes and mouth refer back to the depictions of 
the weird sisters on page 14 (see fig. 3): 
 
 
Fig. 2. The weird sisters.  From Sexton, Grandt, and Chow, Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the 
Manga Edition, p. 14.  Shakespeare  1.1.2.28-35. 
 
 
Although Sexton, Grandt, and Chow make no direct visual references to snakes in Figure 
2, we are able to see them in connection with the weird sisters in Figure 3.  Word bubble 
tails are depicted in snake-like coils, and the sisters‘ hair curves like tendrils. The last 
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close-up on the lower right-hand corner of the page depicts an eye that looks reptilian, 
supporting the snake reference. Interestingly, once Macbeth kills Duncan, his speech 
bubbles, and those of Lady Macbeth, become coiled periodically for the rest of the 
graphic novel (Manga 54 for Macbeth, 59 for Lady Macbeth).  The Manga version also 
ties the witches to Lady Macbeth through character appearance; two of the witches 
appear human and beautiful, and one of them has dark hair as does Lady Macbeth.  The 
images of the Manga version allow, at this point, the alternative interpretations of Lady 
Macbeth as ambitious, and as demonic.  
The Classical Comics‘ visual depiction of the passage is strikingly different (see 





Fig. 3. Lady Macbeth invokes the spirits.  
From McDonald and Haward, Macbeth: the Graphic Novel, P. 27. 
McDonald, Haward, Dobbyn and Erskine also begin three sections of the passage with 
―come‖ resembling a supernatural summons.  These text bubbles, though, are thought 
bubbles rather than speech bubbles. Also in contrast to the Manga version, Lady 
Macbeth‘s eyes are closed.  Furthermore, fire and spirits are added to the background.  
While these elements would seem to support a demonic interpretation, John McDonald 
explains the artistic intention.  He states that:  
The background of the witches is simply visual effect – the witches are neither 
good nor bad and Lady Macbeth is not appealing to them, she‘s appealing to the 
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―murdering ministers‖, or the power(s) that will enable her to go through with her 
plan.    
Lady Macbeth‘s eyes, then, may be closed as she prays silently for the strength to protect 
her child. 
The most significant difference in this version is the direct visual reference to 
female physiology; this is the only version that I have found that does so. The image of 
Lady Macbeth placing her hands on her breasts makes a concrete link between her 
womanly body and her conception of physical and mental strength. In the early modern 
period the effects of breast milk on the nursing child were thought to be dependent on 
mental, physical, and supernatural elements affecting the mother or wet-nurse. For 
example, Chamberlain explains that if a reluctant woman nurses a child, ―her milk, like 
that of Lady Macbeth, could well turn to ‗gall…‘‖ (Chamberlain 75). By depicting Lady 
Macbeth with her hands touching her breasts, the creative team signals the importance of 
Lady Macbeth‘s breasts and breast milk as symbols of womanhood.  
In an explanation of the visual depiction, John McDonald explains that ―she‘s 
asking to be ‗un-womaned‘, she wants her female tenderness/conscience to be taken 
away from her.  Her breasts are symbols of her femaleness and the original intent was to 
have her trying to rip them off.‖
9
  According to McDonald, then, Lady Macbeth‘s 
womanhood is indeed important, but the gesture of her hands on the breasts is not 
intended to indicate the supernatural.  The background does, though, provide us with 
another option for interpretation that links Lady Macbeth with the demonic. 
 In Scene 1.5, then, we have multiple options for interpretation as we do when we 
read Shakespeare‘s text.  Although the Manga edition does not call immediate attention 
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 McDonald explains that the image was ―toned down‖ to allow for younger readers to view it. 
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to Lady Macbeth‘s physical womanhood, the creative team visually conveys possible 
interpretations of Lady Macbeth as demonic and full of ambition; the reader/viewer is 
able to analyze the text concurrently to interpret other possibilities.  The Classical Comics 
edition, though, adds the element of physicality to increase reader options for the 
additional interpretations of Lady Macbeth as protective or demonic nursing mother, or 
hysteric. 
Evidence from Scene 1.7 
In scene 1.7 Lady Macbeth claims that she would kill her nursing baby if she had 
promised to, as she admonishes Macbeth for his reservations about murdering Duncan.  
The passage reads as follows: 
   What beast was‘t then 
That made you break this enterprise to me? 
When you durst do it, then you were a man; 
And to be more than what you were, you would 
Be so much more the man.  Nor time nor place 
Did then adhere, and yet you would make both. 
They have made themselves, and that their fitness now 
Does unmake you.  I have given suck, and know 
How tender ‗tis to love the babe that milks me. 
I would, while it was smiling in my face, 
Have plucked my nipple from his boneless gums 
And dashed the brains out, had I so sworn 
As you have done to this.   (Macbeth 1.7.48-59) 
 
The gripping, horrific imagery of a mother who would have ―dashed‖ out her baby‘s 
brains expresses the early modern anxieties about the nursing mother.    It also reflects 
the early modern concerns over infanticide, and the demonic associations associated with 
it. The passage also serves to equate action with manhood, and womanhood with 
passivity.  In his portrayal of a loving mother, Shakespeare does not have her nurse her 
baby; rather, the baby performs the action by milking her.  As she describes infanticide, 
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she takes the action; she would ―pluck,‖ and dash the child‘s head.  While allowing Lady 
Macbeth to seemingly take action, Shakespeare‘s image of nursing a smiling baby 
juxtaposed to her violently killing it maintains ambiguity while blurring gender. 
The formal elements in the passage support action as masculine while maintaining 
ambiguity of gender boundaries.  Stephanie Chamberlain states that ―gender ambiguity is, 
in fact, present from virtually the opening lines of the play as the witches collapse 
established boundaries‖ (Chamberlain 80).  While Chamberlain explains that these 
boundaries ―go well beyond facial hair,‖ she points out that the witches cross masculine 
boundaries by their use of ―authority‖ and by ―manipulating Macbeth‘s behavior‖ 
(Chamberlain 80).  In the excerpt above, Lady Macbeth manipulates Macbeth by her 
attack on his manhood.  Shakespeare uses the antithesis of ―break‖ in line 48 to contrast 
with the terms ―make,‖ ―made,‖ and ―unmake,‖ in lines 52, 53, and 54, respectively; he 
also uses ―do,‖ ―did,‖ ―does,‖ and ―done‖ in lines 50, 53, 55, and 59.  These repetitions 
emphasize that Lady Macbeth equates the keeping of a bargain to the making of a man. 
Since she would kill her child to keep a bargain, she crosses gender lines into her 
conception of male territory.  The fact that she still wants Macbeth to do the action, 
though, provides for gender ambiguity. 
 In its depiction of the passage, The Manga Edition addresses gender and 
motherhood in the way the characters are depicted. The passage is depicted in two 




Fig. 5. The Macbeths and gender.  










The effect of this page is to equalize the Macbeths‘ genders.  In the top and bottom 
middle frames Macbeth looks female.  The greatest statement is made in the vertical 
frame taking up the entire right hand side of the frame.  At the top of the frame, Lady 
Macbeth shows physical force usually associated with masculine power.  In the bottom of 
the frame, both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth‘s mouths are equally straight, and both of 
their faces have their eyes shadowed by Macbeth‘s glove.  The visual similarities mark a 
point during which their genders merge as Lady Macbeth challenges his manhood.  Once 




Fig. 6. Lady Macbeth: wife or mother?  
From Sexton, Grandt, and Chow, Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the Manga Edition, p. 32. 
Unique to this version, Macbeth looks like a wide-eyed teen as Lady Macbeth stands over 
him.  Lady Macbeth, the evil mother who would kill her child, actually looks like his 
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mother in bottom right frame of the page (see fig. 5).  This approach makes Macbeth 
seem the innocent and coerced victim of Lady Macbeth‘s cruelty.  Since he looks more 
boy than man, it would seem that Lady Macbeth has succeeded in her attack on his 
manhood. 
With Lady Macbeth looking like Macbeth‘s mother, Sexton, Grandt, and Chow 
introduce the importance of Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood in this scene.  One image in 
particular, though, portrays her as demonic nursing mother.   In the top frame, Lady 
Macbeth‘s smile reappears as it looked in scene 1.5 of the graphic novel.  This smile, 
juxtaposed with Shakespeare‘s text, highlights the demonic aspect of her character.  As 
Lady Macbeth smiles as she discusses killing her child the smile, amplified by 
synecdoche, again links her to the witches smile as seen in Figure 3. In scene 1.7 the 
Manga Edition clearly depicts simultaneous images of evil motherhood and physical 
power that is complicated by gender ambiguity, thus maintaining interpretive 
possibilities. 
 The Classical comics version of Scene 1.7 again brings out Lady Macbeth‘s 






Fig. 7. Lady Macbeth speaks of  infanticide. 








In the middle frame her hand is, once again, on her breast.  The repetition of this gesture 
re-emphasizes the importance of her physical womanhood.  John McDonald states that 
the creative team ―originally intended for her breast to be exposed in this frame.‖  Of 
note, Lady Macbeth‘s hand is placed on her left breast.  The Virgin Mary is sometimes 
depicted in Christian art with one bare breast, and the breast exposed is the left one.  
While I would never presume to link Lady Macbeth with the Virgin Mary, the original 
intention to have Lady Macbeth‘s left breast exposed does support the idea that Lady 
Macbeth may be a mother protecting her child, and not a demonic woman threatening 
infanticide. Additionally, the Classical Comics creative team depicts Lady Macbeth 
looking solemn as she speaks lines 1.7.45 to 1.7.59, rather than smiling as in the Manga 
version, which makes her seem less demonic.  Joshua Phillips, though, points out that we 
can also view this depiction of Lady Macbeth as an ―anti-Mary.‖
10
 This reading of the 
image further demonstrates the options of a reader/viewer to make interpretations that 
oppose authorial intent.  
 Macbeth‘s appearance in the Classical Comics version, as in the Manga edition, 
reflects on Lady Macbeth when juxtaposed with her.  In opposition to the Manga edition, 
Macbeth‘s image is one of strength; both his appearance and fist gesture make him 
appear stronger than the teen-looking Macbeth in the Manga Edition.  Nevertheless, his 
strength is sexually overpowered by Lady Macbeth.  In the upper right-hand corner of 
Figure 7, Lady Macbeth is seductively close to him; in the bottom frame, she is firm as 
she tells Macbeth to ―screw [his] courage to the sticking-place…,‖ as he worries about 
failure.  In this version, also, she crosses gender boundaries to convince Macbeth to kill 
Duncan.  The gender swap between the Macbeths becomes more evident as the 
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reader/viewer progresses through the play.  The physical dominance expressed by 
Macbeth as he shakes his fist in Figure 7 will be relinquished to Lady Macbeth.  Prior to 
the murder, the Macbeths appear as equals as they walk together in the bottom frame of 
page 28.  Once Macbeth performs the murder, we see Lady Macbeth become physically 





Fig. 8. Lady Macbeth and ―masculine force.‖  
From McDonald and Haward, Macbeth: the Graphic Novel, p. 36. 
Classical Comics depiction of scene 1.7 focuses on Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood; 
the images support John McDonald‘s element of protective, though poisonous, 
mothering.  This version, like the Manga version, also addresses gender ambiguities that 
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complicate her character.  To get a better picture of interpretive perspectives, it will be 
helpful to look at Scene 5.1. 
Evidence from Scene 5.1 
In scene 5.1, Lady Macbeth has lost her strength and has succumbed to guilt-
ridden sleepwalking.  The unresolved linkage of physical, mental, and supernatural come 
together in a series of statements by her physician:   
DOCTOR. A great perturbation in nature, to receive at once the benefit of sleep 
and do the effects of watching. (Macbeth 5.1.8-9) 
DOCTOR. You see her eyes are open. (5.1.21) 
DOCTOR. This disease is beyond my practice…(5.1.49) 
       Unnatural deeds  
       Do breed unnatural troubles.  (5.1.61-2)   
       More needs she the divine than the physician. (5.1.64) 
In the first statement, the doctor combines his observation of antithetical physical and 
supernatural symptoms by calling them a ―perturbation in nature.‖  In line 5.1.49, he calls 
the sleepwalking a ―disease,‖ but later calls her troubles ―unnatural‖ in lines 5.1.61-2, 
again invoking images of the supernatural after hearing her confessions. He finally 
distinguishes her needs as supernatural as he speaks of her need for divine intervention.   
The doctor‘s struggle is a microcosm of the play‘s ambiguity in presenting Lady 
Macbeth‘s character.   The early moderns understood that there were connections 
between the mind and body, even if they were inaccurate in the specifics.  If, then, the 
body has direct effects on the mind, there can be physiologic reasons for what seems the 
behavior of a mad woman or a hysteric.   La Belle cites Sadler‘s The Sicke Womans 
Private Looking-Glasse, and states that a woman‘s wandering womb was thought to be 
responsible for physical symptoms which included ―melancholy passions‖ and 
―fearfulness.‖  She continues to explain that ―fear and melancholy torture her throughout 
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the play (La Belle 383). Additionally, Levin explains that sleepwalking was a symptom 
of hysterica passio.  Since hysterica passio was also linked to the supernatural, it is 
possible to interpret Lady Macbeth‘s behavior in scene 5.1 as resulting from problems 
with female physiology brought on by supernatural intervention of spirits or by guilt.  
John McDonald explains that Lady Macbeth has tried to suppress ―her gender, 
motherhood, and femaleness,‖ with those very qualities as the motivation for that 
suppression.  He further explains that: 
Later, however, that suppression cannot be sustained, particularly after the chain 
of events she began results in the massacre of Lady Macduff and her children... 
―the Thane of Fife had a wife, where is she now‖, and the effort of sustaining it 
results in her madness.  I‘ve always suspected that there was an element of 
schizophrenia in Lady Macbeth from the start and I‘ve alluded to this in my novel 
―Talking to God‖ (pages 45 & 46).   
 
McDonald‘s explanation combines the element of mental illness with Lady Macbeth‘s 
suppression of her gender in protecting her child through evil acts.  As we explore the 
graphic novel depictions of Scene 5.1; we can look for visual imagery in the graphic 
novels to complete our search for possible interpretations of Lady Macbeth‘s character. 
 In the Manga version, the images favor the physical and emotional over 





Fig. 9. Lady Macbeth sleepwalking. From Sexton, Grandt, and Chow,  











In Figure 9 we see changes from the previous depictions of Lady Macbeth‘s eyes and 
hands.  Lady Macbeth‘s eyes are forced open throughout, and her forehead is wrinkled 
with tension.  The only visual supernatural reference is the coiled speech tail in the lower 
right-hand corner frame, and even here Lady Macbeth looks mad rather than demonic.  
Unlike her hands in scenes 1.5 and 1.7 of this version, these hands are visibly human.    
These images give the reader the impression that her behavior is the result of guilt rather 
than from demonic influences.  These depictions appear to differ in conclusion from that 
of the doctor. 






Fig. 10. Lady Macbeth sleepwalking.  From McDonald and Haward, Macbeth: the 










 The dark blue shading and candle‘s smoke add an eerie, supernatural air to the 
tone of the scene.  Lady Macbeth‘s complexion takes on a bluish cast which, combined 
with strategically placed reflections of light, make her look witch-like. While Lady 
Macbeth is depicted in a trance with her eyes open, the addition of the mirror in multiple 
frames adds the element of reflection to Shakespeare‘s motif of sight.  The visual 
inclusion of self-reflection keeps the human element in the depiction and provides a 
counter-image to the supernatural overtone.  As an instrument of antithesis, the mirror‘s 
presence suggests that she can only self-reflect subconsciously through sleepwalking.  
The presence of the mirror allows interpretation that is not totally dependent on a 
supernatural reading, such as the one the doctor adopts by the end of the scene. 
After analyzing both graphic novel adaptations of Macbeth the reader/viewer 
remains able to interpret Lady Macbeth‘s character in various ways.  Both graphic novels 
provide elements of the supernatural, gender and power, and motherhood.  Shakespeare‘s 
Macbeth: the Manga Edition clearly links Lady Macbeth to the witches through the motif 
of the single-frame smile, witch-like hands, and coiled speech bubble tails.  Just as the 
witch‘s smile looks strikingly like that of Lady Macbeth‘s, two of the witches are 
beautiful and look somewhat like her as well.  The linking of Lady Macbeth with evil is, 
therefore, a strong image in this version.  Lady Macbeth‘s motherhood is also a strong 
image due to the visual contrast between her appearance and Macbeth‘s.  The image of 
motherhood combined with the connections to the weird sisters suggests evil motherhood 
as a possible interpretation.  Even so, the lack of supernatural reference in the visual 
depiction of Scene 5.1 leaves room for an interpretation based on repressed guilt. 
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 Classical Comics’ Macbeth: the Graphic Novel utilizes strong visual references 
to Lady Macbeth‘s physical motherhood while including imagery addressing gender and 
the supernatural. While most reader/viewers will observe allusions to gender and 
strength, the female physical imagery allows for sophisticated discussion of Renaissance 
physiology and the links between female physiologic disturbance and witchcraft.  The 
Classical Comics‘ version, therefore, also allows for multiple interpretations of Lady 
Macbeth‘s character. 
Although visual images do make reference to specific aspects of Lady Macbeth‘s 
character, they allow for multiple interpretations in various ways.  They maintain 
ambiguity in single images, on one page through sequential images, and by favoring 
specific interpretations in specific scenes which may differ from the interpretations of 
previous ones.  Comparing more than one graphic novel provides further possibilities for 
interpretation.  The reader/viewer may then compare any or all of these to come up with 





Chapter 3: Mutability or Mutation: 
Moments of Transition in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and Classical Comics’ 
Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel 
According to Linda Hutcheon, the process of adaptation involves not only 
interpretation, but creation.  The creator of an adaptation, she says, re-creates its source 
while interpreting it (Hutcheon 18).  The reader of the adaptation expects its creator to 
deal with source material in a responsible manner.  Alternatively, Harriet Hustis points 
out the importance of creative responsibility as a theme within a source text.  
Specifically, she explores this theme in Mary Shelley‘s Frankenstein; or The Modern 
Prometheus.  Whether it involves a scientist creating life or a graphic novelist adapting a 
piece of literature, the birth process requires forethought as a critical element of that 
responsible creativity.  Responsible creativity in adaptation concerns some degree of 
faithfulness to its source. Mary Shelley‘s use of ambiguity is an important element of 
Frankenstein, allowing the reader ample space to interpret her themes and 
characterizations.  A responsible adaption of Frankenstein, then, should also include 
ambiguities that allow for various interpretations of it.  
Classical Comics‘ Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel, original text, is a high-
quality adaptation that responsibly represents and interprets many of Shelley‘s themes 
and effects.
11
 Jason Cobley, script writer, has adapted the textual component directly 
from Shelley‘s version.  The visual art team consists of Declan Shalvey providing the 
linework, Jason Cardy and Kat Nicholson on ―colouring,‖ and Terry Wiley on lettering.  
This creative team preserves and portrays ambiguities in their visual components as well. 
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that address the needs of 10-15 year-olds. The original text version will be the subject of this paper, since I 
am including the use of the graphic novel for university and graduate level purposes.   
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Does adapting Shelley‘s text into a graphic novel limit a reader‘s possibilities for 
interpretation by the addition of visual images and by the consolidation of verbal text?  
Does the graphic novel version of Frankenstein limit the interpretation by persuading the 
reader to follow the adapters‘ interpretation?  If we consider a graphic novel adaptation as 
merely a shortened text with images added, we miss important perspectives and 
possibilities for interpretation that the intertextuality of multiple versions can bring out.  I 
will argue that Classical Comics‘ Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel does not limit, but 
rather provides multiple possibilities for interpretations of Shelley‘s text. I will use the 
mutability theme as a framework to examine how the graphic novel translates 
Frankenstein into a medium of image and text that preserves interpretive possibilities.  I 
will discuss evidence in terms of the visual representation of characters, the visual 




Frankenstein is a rich embodiment of Romantic ideology.  We can look at the 
Romantic Period as a study of mystical moments of change.  Indeed, the search for truth 
in Romantic literature often leads to contrasts which, at certain moments, exist 
simultaneously, change places, or blend into one another.  Contrasts between such 
oppositional pairs as illusion and reality, life and death, senses and spirituality, or good 
and evil may transform or coexist in moments of transcendence or extreme emotion.   
Frankenstein is filled with these moments.  ―How mutable are our feelings…‖ 
says Victor Frankenstein when experiencing an emotional swing between preparations 
for impending death at sea and the sudden hope of sighted land (Shelley 212).  Similarly, 
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Shelley‘s original text, and I will use ―GN‖ with the page number to designate the Graphic Novel version. 
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shifting moments of change help to blur differences between the good and evil aspects of 
Shelley‘s characters.  Dino Falluga explains that, during the Romantic Period, ―. . . we 
are also presented with the formation of the Romantic hero (Promethean [my emphasis], 
sometimes Satanic, solitary, self-exiled, in search of extremes in nature and the self, 
tormented by inner guilt).‖   Falluga continues that ―the abandonment of oneself to 
emotion … often included the exploration of irrational states of mind.‖ If we look for a 
point when positive heights of emotion and self-appreciation are perverted, corrupted, or 
mutated into the negative counterpoint, we can, then, examine these mutable moments to 
interpret whether a character is rational or irrational and, especially, good or evil. 
It is precisely in these mutable moments that the reader is able to interpret 
Shelley‘s text; interpretation leads to the imagination of the causes and results of the 
change by examining the moments before, during, and after it.  These moments of change 
occur within and between characters.  Moreover, Shelley uses the Doppelganger to 
embody the contrary elements and values that can coexist in different characters, or even 
in the same character.  Throughout her text, Shelley weaves parallels and disparities 
between Victor, his creature, and Walton.  All three are searching for love, meaning, and 
companionship; Walton will eventually stand alone as he gives up his quest. As 
Doppelgangers, Victor and his creation display the Gothic oppositional values of good 
and evil, the balance of which shifts between the two beings.  Victor creates life, while 
his creature takes it.  Victor is not unattractive; his creature is ugly.  Victor is brilliant and 
has a university education.  His creature learns first by observation, and then teaches 
himself through books.  On the surface, Victor seems to be ―good,‖ and his creature 
seems to be an evil murderer.   
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In her novel, Shelley leads the reader to question the degrees of good and evil in 
her characters by using ambiguity of language and actions.  By telling the story through 
the characters‘ perspectives, she gives no objective perspective and forces the reader to 
make his or her own inferences.  According to Victor, the creature is evil from the 
beginning, and Victor is his victim.  For the creature, Victor is the father who abandoned 
him, and he is the victim.  There is, however, both good and bad in Victor as well as his 
creature, and there is room for the interpretation of degree.  Victor‘s initial action of 
abandonment will be exposed through his creature‘s narrative.  Even so, one can see 
Victor‘s lack of responsibility and accountability, in addition to his selfishness, by his 
responses to various situations.  When the creature kills little William, Victor lets Justine 
take the blame while he rationalizes that no one would believe his explanation.  When she 
is sentenced to death, he says that he suffers more than she, because she is innocent, and 
he is, by proxy, guilty.  After Elizabeth‘s murder, he is too ―exhausted‖ to go with the 
search party.  With the act of abandonment Victor displays what at first seems to be fear.  
At each subsequent interaction with his creature, however, his selfish abdication of 
responsibility and lack of accountability become increasingly evident.  The creature, 
though abandoned and lonely, begins to kill out of desperation and rage.  According to 
his narrative, he is originally benevolent, and because of Victor becomes a ―fallen angel.‖  
Shelley cleverly uses first person narratives by Victor and the creature to make their true 
natures ambiguous. It is up to the reader to interpret each character‘s nature, and that 




Interpretations from Visual Representations of Characters  
The visual representations of Victor and his creation are especially important in 
the analysis of Frankenstein because of previous representations and characterizations in 
various media.  While the monstrosity of the creature has been the focus of many 
adaptations,
13
 Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel provides a more balanced, and somewhat 
sympathetic, interpretation of him, while still leaving room for reader interpretation 
through the use of visual techniques. Although Shalvey, Cardy, and Nicholson provide 
visual images, their depictions of the two protagonists leave room for reader/viewer 
interpretations of character.   
In order to appreciate the changes the characters will undergo, it will be helpful to 
discuss their representations in the beginning of Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel.  The 
first images of Victor and the creature appear in the paratext of the book.  The cover 
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 Many film versions of Frankenstein focus on the terror-producing aspect of the creature, rather 
than the causes of his monstrosity. 
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Fig. 11. Cover, Frankenstein: The Graphic Novel, Quick Text Version, by Cobley and 
Shalvey.  From barnesandnoble.com.  For ease of visualization, I have substituted the 
Quick Text cover instead of the Original Text cover, which is colored in black on black. 
 
The depiction of the creature here has a superhero appearance rather than that of a 
monster.  He is depicted with a perfectly shaped muscular body with scars visible on his 
chest.  What comes across the most is the emotion of anger.  The juxtaposition of the 
angry creature with the title ―Frankenstein‖ in large letters suggests a mutual importance 
of the characters, as well as the ambiguity of their identities.  The torn clothes contribute 
to his ambiguity by what appears to be a subtle reference to ―The Incredible Hulk.‖  By 
association, the torn shirt suggests a transformation.  If this person has transformed, then, 
is he really the creature or a transformed Victor Frankenstein? 
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On page 4 of the graphic novel, Victor and his creation are depicted in a cast of 
players (see fig. 12). 
 
 
Fig. 12.  Dramatis Personae: Victor and his ―monster.‖ 
 Frankenstein: The Graphic Novel, by Cobley and Shalvey, p. 4.   
Picture is cropped to enable visualization. 
The character list provides the first opportunity to view Victor and his creation together.  
Of interest, Victor appears to be the angry one, and his creation appears to be asleep.  
While his creation is clearly labeled ―Frankenstein‘s Monster,‖ he looks more like a 
sleeping Greek or Roman soldier; perhaps coincidentally, the Latin ―Dramatis Personae,‖ 
hangs above his head.  Facial expressions make Victor look like a mad scientist, while his 
creation looks tormented in his state of sleep. The page from which the creature‘s picture 
is taken actually depicts the moment prior to animation, when Victor still calls him his 
―creation,‖ rather than a ―monster.‖ What one might expect from their personalities is 
reversed here.  Due to the ambiguity of the cover drawing and Dramatis Personae 
depictions and labels, we have a visually communicated ambiguity of character before we 
even begin the narrative. 
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 Our next vision of Victor occurs within the body of the graphic novel, as he 
relates his story after Walton rescues him.  On the upper left corner of page 12, Victor 
looks like a wise old sage, as he tells Walton that he ―may deduce an apt moral from my 
tale.‖  The frame is actually, though, floating on a full-page portrayal of Victor as he 







Fig. 13.  Victor begins his tale. 








As we scan the page, we see in the second frame that Victor appears to be in an 
agitated state just prior to beginning his tale.  The full-page picture depicts Victor‘s head 
merging with a calm and beautiful nature scene as he begins his narrative (see fig. 3). The 
reader/viewer‘s eye begins with Victor‘s face on the left side of the page and progresses 
towards the right as Victor‘s head merges with the lake scene.  The depiction 
foreshadows the changes that Victor will experience during his lifetime and as the reader 
progresses through the story.  Victor‘s face is dark and shadowed, tilted forward, and has 
an incongruously bright white eye peering out eerily from beneath his forehead.  The 
reader/viewer can read this depiction of Victor as that of an impending victim, or as that 
of a villain.  As the reader‘s eye moves to the right, the nature scene appears to cut into 
Victor‘s head, and contrasts Victor‘s appearance by displaying a light, calm, natural 
environment.  These contrasting aspects of the picture illustrate the differences between 
the dark and unnatural elements that will characterize Victor‘s adulthood after the 
creature is animated, and the light, calm, natural innocence of his childhood. The visual 
contrast, though, can also be interpreted in different ways.  It can express a move towards 
purity of mind, express villainy through contrast, or demonstrate the contrast between 
Victor‘s imminent reality and the natural countryside to which he will seek to escape.   
Visual depiction of the creature is especially important because of earlier 
―interpretations‖ that depict him with a square head, short black hair, and screws on 
either side of his neck. It is helpful to one‘s imagination, therefore, to present a more 
accurate interpretation of the creature's appearance, one that is closer to Shelley‘s text, 
and that can correct previously-conceived inaccuracies. The first appearance of the 
creature within the narrative occurs on page 22 of the graphic novel; the entire page acts 
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as a frame depicting the creature before he is animated. His appearance here is markedly 
different than his appearance on the cover of the graphic novel.  Although still portrayed 
with an exceptional physique, it is now evident that the metal attachments making him 
look like a soldier on page 4 are really pieces of experimental machinery.  This depiction 













Fig. 14.  The moment before animation. 







In Shelley‘s text, Victor tells the reader that he has ―collected the instruments of 
life around [him]‖ that he ―might infuse a spark of life into the lifeless thing that lay at 
[his] feet‖ (Shelley 55).  If we refer back to Figure 4, we see in the graphic novel that, 
rather than lying on the floor, the ―lifeless thing‖ is suspended, held up by chains, in a 
Christ position. Correspondingly, Shelley‘s words, ―that lay at my feet,‖ are omitted.  The 
images invoked by the two versions are strikingly different.  Shelley gives no references 
connecting the creature to Christ in this scene.  In fact, a being lying at one‘s feet might 
even be imagined to be in a position of prayer. Shelley, then, gives Victor‘s interpretation 
of events, as he looks down on what will be the offspring of a creator.  In contrast, the 
graphic novel, while maintaining Victor‘s narration, provides a simultaneous third-person 
view by offering the possibility of the creature as Christ figure.  The creature looks like 
he is on an invisible cross; indeed, his body form‘s the shape of a cross.  In addition, the 
circular reflection of light from the lamp behind the creature appears to form a halo 
behind him.  Finally, rather than having Victor look down on his creation, the graphic 
novel team depicts Victor looking up at the creature. This depiction does present a strong 
positive interpretation of the creature; but provides another interpretive possibility; is the 
creature a victim, or is he a symbol of Victor‘s hope of resurrecting life? The ambiguity 
that results in the possibility of each of these interpretations allows the reader/viewer to 
consider multiple interpretations.  
After Victor has animated his creation, he runs away to sleep, has a nightmare, 




Fig. 15. After animation, the creature bursts into Victor‘s bedroom.  Frankenstein: 







On this page, at the point where the dream and reality converge, are two frames showing 
Victor as he awakens from his dream.  Shelley‘s text reads as follows; the italicized 
portions appear in the graphic novel as well: 
I started from my sleep with horror; a cold dew covered my forehead, my teeth 
chattered, and every limb became convulsed; by the dim and yellow light of the 
moon, as it forced its way through the window shutters, I beheld the wretch-the 
miserable monster whom I had created…he muttered some inarticulate sounds, 
while a grin wrinkled his cheeks.  He might have spoken, but I did not hear; one 
hand was stretched out, seemingly to detain me, but I escaped . . .  (56) 
 
Although Victor‘s narration interprets the creature‘s entrance as threatening, Shelley 
ambiguously hints at another possible motive.  The creature‘s grin could be from finding 
Victor, and the stretched out hand is ―seemingly,‖ rather than ―definitely,‖ intended to 
―detain‖ Victor.  In addition, Victor admits that the creature might have spoken to him, 
but he did not listen.   
The graphic novel adeptly maintains the ambiguity of perspective. At the top of 
the page, the creature is shown facing the reader, presenting him from Victor‘s 
perspective.  The next frame continues Victor‘s viewpoint, as it shows the creature with 
arms and legs stretched apart in a threatening stance.  The following frame, partly 
imposed over the one prior, changes the visual perspective even though the narration is 
Victor‘s.  It shows Victor running from the creature, who is lying face down on the bed, 
reaching after Victor as if to say, ―Please come back!‖  This depiction does not validate a 
need for Victor to escape.  On the contrary, it evokes sympathy for the creature, and gives 
the reader another chance for interpretation of the creature‘s motives in the scene.  The 
artistic team also adds the creature breaking through the window glass, rather than 
pushing his way through the shutters of Victor‘s room.  Interestingly, just prior to the 
creature‘s entry Victor convulses, mirroring the creature‘s convulsions at animation.  The 
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image is almost a reverse birth, with Victor trying to shut out his child from his life as 
that child tries to force his way into it.  The shattering of glass adds a dimension of 
trauma, and the glass depicted in the creature‘s skin invokes sympathy for him. 
Conversely, the pieces of glass make the creature look increasingly monstrous.  The 
addition of the broken glass and the creature‘s reaching gesture counter Victor‘s 
narration, and successfully maintain the scene‘s ambiguity. 
The Classical Comics creative team also counters their sympathetic images of the 
creature with a representation of him as he tells his story to Walton after Victor‘s death.  
A depiction of the creature as a fallen angel appears on page 125 of the graphic novel, in 





Fig. 16. The creature sees himself as a ―fallen angel.‖  Frankenstein: the Graphic 








As in Figure 3, the reader/viewer‘s eyes move from left to right, but they also move 
down, as the creature thinks of himself as a ―fallen angel who becomes a malignant 
Devil.‖  The fallen angel is visually falling into the creature‘s brain as he remembers 
how, once hopeful, his loneliness has led him to become corrupted.  In fact, his sword 
merges into a lightning bolt, indicating that the fire of Victor‘s inspiration has been 
perverted. The creature can be anguished and hell-bound, or he can be seen as repentant, 
thereby evoking the sympathy of the reader.  In Frankenstein, Shelley links the creature 
to Victor during this scene: 
―And do you dream?‖ said the daemon; ―do you think that I was then dead to 
agony and remorse?—He,‖ he continued, pointing to the corpse, ―he suffered not 
more in the consummation of the deed;--oh! Not the ten-thousandth portion of the 
anguish that was mine during the lingering detail of its execution.  A frightful 
selfishness hurried me on, while my heart was poisoned with remorse. . .‖ 
(Shelley 271) 
 
Most of this statement is present in the graphic novel (GN 124). As the creature continues 
his declaration to Walton, he says that ―no crime, no mischief, no malignity, no misery 
can be found comparable to mine‖ (273). In Figure 6, this last statement reads as follows: 
―no guilt, no malignity, no misery, can be found comparable to mine‖ (125).  While the 
addition of the word ―guilt‖ in the graphic novel may slightly increase sympathy for the 
creature, the connection to Victor is maintained, since Victor repeatedly states that no 
pain is greater than his throughout the novel.  Thus, both Victor and his creature become 
victim and villain at different times in the story, and both see their pain as the greatest. 
The images carry through the theme of mutability by visually depicting the changes in the 
creature, providing a reverse image to that of Victor, and incorporating language that 
links them together. 
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Interpretations based on Moments of Transition 
 Lightning is the catalyst that spurs Victor into his frenzied quest to create life.  He 
describes witnessing a ―terrible thunder-storm:‖ 
…the thunder burst at once with frightful loudness from various quarters of the 
heavens.  I remained, while the storm lasted, watching its progress with curiosity 
and delight.  As I stood at the door, on a sudden I beheld a stream of fire issue 
from an old and beautiful oak, which stood about twenty yards from our house; 
and so soon as the dazzling light vanished, the oak had disappeared, and nothing 
remained but a blasted stump. (Shelley 35) 
 





Fig. 17. Victor sees fire come from the oak tree. Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel, 









As Shelley has the fire destroy the tree, she foreshadows Victor‘s destruction from his 
own creative spark. Shelley tells us that the ―stream of fire‖ comes from the oak tree.  In 
the graphic novel version, we see what looks like lightning striking the tree.  The fire that 
comes from the tree, though, is the same color as the lightning bolt.  This suggests that 
the lightning bolt may actually be coming from the fire and, therefore, from the tree.  It 
is, then, going in the wrong direction, and against nature.  Just as Victor‘s act of creation 
goes against nature, the fire issued from the tree is perverted by Victor‘s assumption of 
the creator role.  In addition, the choice of the word ―issue‖ alludes to the unnatural birth 
that will take place. 
It is in this image that we can see a perverted creator linked to the Prometheus 
myth.  Shelley‘s subtitle, A Modern Prometheus, tells us that Victor is a corresponding, 
although changed, Prometheus character. The name ―Prometheus‖ means 
―forethought,‖
14
 and Victor‘s forethought is only of the glory that will come (Shelley 34, 
GN 14), and not of the implications of what that creation will mean in the future. Hustis 
discusses Victor‘s role as ―irresponsible‖ creator, who lacks ―understanding of cause and 
consequence‖ (Hustis 856, 849).  In both versions the moment of contact between the tree 
and the lightning is a moment defining Victor‘s new path of science, and a moment that 
will ultimately lead him to his destruction. Shelley‘s use of ―issued from‖ provides 
interpretive options, and the blending of fire with lightning in the graphic novel does so 
as well. Victor is either affected by the lightning strike, or he causes it.  In the graphic 
novel, the visual representation offers the same two options. 
The moment of the creature‘s animation is the most well-known moment of 
change in Frankenstein. Shelley shifts Victor‘s consciousness from illusion to reality as 
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  ―Prometheus.‖ Myths Encyclopedia. 
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he narrates his change in perspective.  Prior to the event, Victor ―had selected his features 
as beautiful.‖  After animation, Victor describes his new perception of the creature‘s 
appearance: 
His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath; his  
hair was of a lustrous black, and flowing; his teeth of a pearly whiteness; but 
these luxuriances only formed a more horrid contrast with his watery eyes, that 
seemed almost of the same colour as the dun white sockets in which they were  
set, his shrivelled complexion, and straight black lips. (Shelley 55-56) 
Victor‘s view of his creation has clearly become one of horror, and Shelley‘s description 
allows her reader to imagine the creature‘s actual ugliness. 
By examining the scene as portrayed in the graphic novel, we are able to see 
interpretive opportunity in the two adjacent pages in which the scene is depicted.  
The calm scene depicting the moment prior to animation will become a chaotic one as the 
creature is infused with life.  Juxtaposed on page 23, animation occurs, and the visual 





Fig. 18. The creature awakens. 






The first two frames are standard, rectangular frames.  As Victor performs a life-
giving procedure in the first frame, he is depicted without visible emotion.  In the second 
frame we see him startled; his hair starts to fly as he says ―Beautiful! Great G-d!
15
 The 
text bubbles in the graphic novel also change dramatically; ―Beautiful!‖ appears in a 
smooth, round bubble, while ―Great G-d‖ appears in a bubble whose border is sharply 
zigzagged, marking Victor‘s release from his frenzy of creation (Shelley 55, GN 23).‖    
 As Victor sees ―the dull yellow eye of the creature open,‖ the remaining graphic 
novel frames become edged as if torn with a knife.  The following frame shows only the 
creature‘s eyes; one is hidden behind his hair, but the other is a bright yellow that is 
almost glowing.  In addition, there is no pupil showing.  The graphic novel includes the 
original description of the ―dull yellow eye‖ in the caption above the frame.  This contrast 
invites hypotheses regarding the symbolism of the change.  Regardless of intensity, the 
use of yellow to describe the eye suggests distortion.  When one‘s eyes are yellow, we 
recognize them today as jaundiced, which indicates to us some form of disease process.  
It would be reasonable to accept that people living in the 19
th
 century would recognize a 
yellow eye as abnormal, possibly even diseased.  In a graduate class discussion of this 
image,
16
 students‘ hypotheses regarding the brightness ranged from that brightness 
indicating spirituality to indicating the demonic.  If taken as demonic, this is in direct 
contrast to the Christ-like position of the not-yet animated creature on the opposite page.  
If angelic, it is in contrast with the feeling of darkness and shaking of chains in the next 
two frames.   
                                                 
15
 In traditional Judaism one does not write the name of the Lord in full; I have, therefore, inserted 
a hyphen according to that tradition. 
 
16
 English 7242, Romantic Literature, University of Memphis, Fall 2009. 
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Progressing to the bottom frame, one can see that the ―previous‖ four frames are 
actually placed over the full-page frame depicting the ―convulsive motion‖ that ―agitated 
[the creature‘s] limbs‖ (Shelley 55, GN 23).  The layering of the frames allows the reader 
to see the chains throughout the page. The differences between these two pages, like the 
differences on either side of the moment of creation, lead the reader to feel the intensity 
of the moment of change, as well as to create an ambiguity in the nature of the creature.  
 Victor also describes the creature‘s eyes as ―watery‖ (Shelley 55).  The graphic 
novel does not include this verbal description, but substitutes a visual interpretation of it. 
In the third frame of page 23 (see fig.18), the water in the creature‘s eyes is clearly 
flowing as tears.  In Shelley‘s version, it would be up to the reader to perceive the water 
as tears.  The graphic novel here lends itself more directly to birth imagery by 
interpreting the ―watery eyes‖ to mean that the creature is crying as a baby cries after 
birth; it also suggests the misery that the creature will experience as a rejected child.   
The last frame on page 23 takes the birth one step further.  By adding movement, 
the reality of new life is evident.  What Shelley calls ―a convulsive motion,‖ could 
represent a baby‘s reflexive shaking at birth.
17
  What would be a natural shaking 
movement for someone who begins life in chains, Victor sees as the convulsions of an 
epileptic, and those motions echo the oscillating movements present throughout the 
book.
18
  The visual depiction of the creature‘s animation, therefore, brings elements of 
sympathy for the creature as a counter-balance to Victor‘s narration of the moment.  Even 
so, there is still room for interpretation as we compare this picture with the subsequent 
one on page 24 (see fig. 19).   
                                                 
17
 Dr. Stephen Tabachnick, class discussion, University of Memphis, Romantic Literature. 
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Fig. 19.  The creature depicted as monstrous. 
 Frankenstein: The Graphic Novel, by Cobley and Shalvey, p. 24.   
Here, the creature clearly appears monstrous.  The sutures in his face are more 
prominent, his hands are clawed, his face appears to be growling, and the creative team 
has added a visible onomatopoeia, ―aaarrrrgggghhh!!!‖ to complete the rendering. While 
the monstrous creature appears to be attacking Victor, who leans back in terror, we see a 
terrifying being who no longer evokes sympathy from the reader/viewer.  By visually 
taking us from images of Christ and birth to monstrosity in three consecutive pages, the 





Interpretations Based on Blending of Characters 
 Frankenstein the Graphic Novel connects Victor to his creation by using mirror 
images and even blending character images together.  In fact, it is in the creature‘s 
periodic resemblance to Victor, and vice versa, that the Doppelganger theme is carried 
out.  After the creature kills William, he comes face to face with Victor.  The scene takes 





















Fig. 20. Victor and the creature juxtaposed. 










In the first frame, the reader sees both Victor and his creation as they find each other.  
The following three frames alternate; the second shows the creature‘s face; the third, 
Victor‘s; and the fourth, the creature‘s.  Each face is progressively larger, appearing 
closer to the reader.  The subtly of the back and forth change, as well as the similarity of 
the hair and facial features, links Victor to the creature.   
Later in the graphic novel, after Clerval‘s murder, Victor dreams of himself as the 
murderer of his loved ones.  The creature has killed Victor‘s best friend, Henry Clerval, 
and Victor is temporarily imprisoned for the murder.  Feverish, in captivity, Victor ―lay 
for two months on the point of death.‖ In this state he raves that: 
I called myself the murderer of William, of Justine, of Clerval.  Sometimes I 
entreated my attendants to assist me in the destruction of the fiend by whom I was 
tormented; and, at others, I felt the fingers of the monster already grasping my 
neck... (Shelley 218) 
 
The graphic novel depiction keeps the first sentence and provides a visual interpretation 




Fig. 21. Victor and the creature merged in dream. 









As Victor dreams that he is murdering Clerval, he appears to have merged with 
the creature.  He is wearing his own clothes, which look like the clothes of the creature 
on the cover image.  Most importantly, his eyes are glowing yellow.  In addition to the 
fact that the eyes link the characters together, this image supports the idea that the 
glowing yellow eyes are intended to be demonic. Since the dream is Victor‘s, though, the 
meaning of the eye color remains ambiguous. The presence of lightning in the picture, 
this time in conjunction with death, again shows that the creative spark imparted to 
Victor for inspiration has been corrupted, as it is now linked to murder.  Interestingly, the 
scenes of reality are presented in small frames at the top and bottom of the page, and they 
are actually within the frame of the dream.  This page design plays on the dream versus 
reality theme; it would seem natural to put a dream sequence in a separate frame, giving 
priority to the reality sequence.  Here, though, the dream sequence takes precedence.  
Victor is, in reality, the murderer because he has abdicated his responsibility, and has 
become more monstrous because of it. 
The creative team of Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel has maintained its creative 
responsibility to Shelley‘s text through faithfulness to the text and the preservation of 
ambiguity.  Ambiguities in Shelley‘s text are maintained in the visual depictions of 
characters and scenes, and especially in the expression of the mutability theme.  Both 
Shelley‘s text and the Classical Comics‘ version of Frankenstein tell a story filled with 
moments of change.  The graphic novel communicates the changes artistically and 
dramatically through selected verbal text and through the language of art.  We see 
Romantic Period elements of illusion and reality coming together in Victor‘s dream 
sequence, and in the intensity of Victor‘s and the creature‘s reactions to events.  We also 
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see these elements through Victor‘s pursuit of accomplishment and his creation‘s pursuit 
of companionship.  The corruption of these elements into abandonment and murder in 
Shelley‘s text are also present visually.  The confrontation of good and evil exists 
between Victor and the creature, and within each of them.   
The medium of the graphic novel is particularly suited to the exploration of the 
binary values of the Romantic Period, and can effectively represent the ambiguities in 
their presence and the relationships between them.  It is the relationship between the 
frames and the images within each frame that aid interpretation of the novel. While the 
graphic novel‘s appearance of the creature is closer to Shelley‘s description than previous 
adaptations, the Classical Comics creative team gives him a beautiful physique, and links 
him with Christ to show his beginning as a benevolent being, thus contrasting with 
Victor‘s descriptions of him.  While these techniques could be considered persuasive, 
contrasting aspects of characterization occur in the same frame, on the same page, or later 
in the graphic novel; these visual oppositions allow for character change or for ambiguity. 
Moments of transition also provide ambiguities that prevent one-sided representations.  
Finally, the blending of characters by visual depictions of Victor and his creation as 
Doppelgangers provides visual ambiguities that correspond and complement Shelley‘s.  
Shelley‘s ambiguity allows the reader tremendous opportunity for interpretive 
evaluations of characters, actions, and relationships.  The Classical Comics‘ 
Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel successfully maintains Shelley‘s ambiguity while 
providing visual images and adapted text.  The interpretive opportunities provided by 
Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel, combined with Shelley‘s text, provide readers and 
scholars with unlimited possibilities for study and enjoyment. 
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Chapter 4: The Picture AND Dorian Gray: 
Graphic Novel Interpretations of Wilde’s Novel 
In his preface to the 1891 version of The Picture of Dorian Gray, Oscar Wilde 
states that ―diversity of opinion about a work of art shows that the work is new, complex, 
and vital.‖  While the vitality of the graphic novel for use in education is now widely 
acknowledged, there is an ongoing need for exploration of the genre‘s complexity, 
especially in the field of adaptations of classic literature.  The condensation of text and 
the addition of visual images invite challenges to the ability of a graphic novel adaptation 
to ―live up to‖ the original.  The complexity of Oscar Wilde‘s paradoxical writing style in 
The Picture of Dorian Gray challenges graphic novel adaptations of it to exhibit 
complexity as well. If evidence of a novel‘s complexity can be exhibited in the ability to 
read it in different ways, we should be able to interpret a graphic novel‘s complexity in a 
similar manner.   
Michael Patrick Gillespie, editor of the Norton edition of The Picture of Dorian 
Gray, quotes Oscar Wilde‘s statement that ―Basil Hallward is what I think I am: Lord 
Henry what the world thinks me: Dorian what I would like to be-- in other ages 
perhaps.‖
19
 On the surface a specific analogy, Wilde‘s statement leaves much room for 
interpretation owing to his witty and paradoxical style of writing.  The novel, as well, 
leaves room for reader interpretation.  In the first chapter of Wilde‘s novel, Basil tells 
Lord Henry that ―every portrait painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not of the 
sitter…it is rather the painter who, on the colored canvas, reveals himself‖ (Wilde 9).  
                                                 
19
 Gillespie cites Wilde‘s letter to Ralph Payne.  
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Furthermore, he explains that he would not exhibit his portrait of Dorian because, he 
says, ―I have put too much of myself into it.‖
20
  
If we suppose that a work of art is a reflection of the artist rather than a reflection 
of its subject, and Wilde is the ―painter‖ of The Picture of Dorian Gray, where is he 
reflected in his novel?    Furthermore, if we examine other ―painters‘‖ visual adaptations 
of Wilde‘s work, where, then, do we see Wilde?  Are we looking for Wilde the man, his 
philosophies, or for the artists adapting his text?  Once we compare Wilde‘s original text 
to graphic novel adaptations of it, are we persuaded through the visual elements to ―see‖ 
him differently, or is there as much room for imaginative interpretation in the graphic 
novel versions? I will argue that graphic novel versions of The Picture of Dorian Gray 
provide multiple possibilities for imaginative interpretation of Wilde‘s presence in them.  
I will base my argument on the analysis of two different versions, one adapted by Roy 
Thomas and illustrated by Sebastian Fiumara, and the other adapted by Ian Edginton and 
illustrated by I.N.J. Culbard.  Ambiguity exists in both versions through the combination 
of Wilde‘s narrative with the graphic artist‘s renderings and the reader/viewer‘s 
perception of the visual art.  I will discuss evidence of the depiction of Wilde the man and 
his philosophies, and will group the evidence in terms of character depiction, the visual 
blending of art and reality, and the application of aesthetics in relation to morality. 
In the essay ―The Critic as Artist,‖ Wilde states that ―the critic will be an 
interpreter;‖ he adds that ―his object will not always be to explain the work of art,‖ but 
that ―he may seek rather to deepen its mystery‖ (Wilde, Norton 329).  An adapter also 
functions as interpreter, as Stephen Tabachnick explains that adaptations ―necessarily 
represent interpretations of the works adapted‖ (Tabachnick 4). The reader of verbal texts 
                                                 
20
 All quotations from Wilde‘s text will refer to the Norton printing of the 1891 novel version. 
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and graphic novels also interprets words and verbal images in determining personal 
meaning; the graphic novel reader/viewer interprets visual images as well. 
 Character Depictions and What They Reveal 
Character appearance is extremely important in Dorian Gray, as the Victorian 
concern over appearance and reality often manifests itself in the literary double
21
.   We 
can evaluate character depiction by addressing depictions of individual characters, as well 
as the associations between characters. We can then examine the corresponding visual 
depictions in the graphic novels to compare interpretive possibilities. 
Reading Wilde‘s description of Dorian, as seen through the eyes of Lord Henry, 
gives us a starting point of expectation: 
Yes, he was certainly wonderfully handsome, with his finely-curved scarlet lips, 
his frank blue eyes, his crisp gold hair.  There was something in his face that 
made one trust him at once.  All the candour of youth was there, as well as all 
youth‘s passionate purity.  One felt that he had kept himself unspotted from the 
world.  No wonder Basil Hallward worshipped him. (17)          
 
From the above description, Dorian should be blond, have rounded reddish lips, and 
appear youthful.  We can also look for signs of the ―passionate purity‖ that is a much less 





                                                 
21
 Just as in Stevenson‘s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, appearance is linked with 
behavior.  In Dorian Gray, though, appearance is the opposite of reality.  Both, though, express the anxiety 
that evil can exist within anyone, and is not limited to those labeled ―bad.‖  
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Fiumara‘s depiction of Dorian closely follows Wilde‘s description
22
 (see fig. 22). 
 
 
Fig. 22. Dorian Gray.  From Thomas and Fiumara,  
The Picture of Dorian Gray, 5th page after introduction. 
 
While Dorian is clearly handsome, we can debate the expression of purity.  Dorian‘s 
expression in Figure 22 may be interpreted as pensive rather than pure or naïve.  Figure 
23 shows an angry Dorian, although it does show, perhaps, a ―passionate purity‖ as 
Dorian reacts negatively to Lord Henry (see fig. 23). 
 
 
Fig. 23.  Emotional Dorian.  From Thomas and Fiumara,  
The Picture of Dorian Gray, 5
th
 page after introduction. 
 
                                                 
22
 The Thomas and Fiumara version does not contain page numbers, so a description of the page 
location or appearance will be provided for these. 
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Both depictions of internal character, though, can be interpreted differently by individual 
reader/viewers.  The pensive Dorian in Figure 22 could also be interpreted as content or 
even idealistic.  The Dorian in Figure 23 could be angry at Lord Henry‘s sarcastic 
pessimism or at the possible truth in Lord Henry‘s statement in the same figure. The 
presence of ―stained cheek‖ in the speech balloon, though not visually depicted, may 
allude to a darkness lurking beneath Dorian‘s bright exterior. 
 The visual depiction of characters in comparison to one another also provides 
opportunities for interpretation.  Fiumara‘s depiction of Dorian‘s father links father and 
son together by making them look similar.  Dorian‘s father is the victim of a duel set up 
by Dorian‘s grandfather.  The sub-narrative explains why Dorian is without parental 
guidance, but the depiction uses visual rhetoric to associate Dorian with victimhood.  
Thus, the depiction provides the reader with the option to read Dorian as a more 




Fig. 24.  Dorian‘s father dies in a duel that has been set up by his grandfather. 
From Thomas and Fiumara, The Picture of Dorian Gray;  
the picture is the top frame on the left side of the page.   
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Visual similarities are also evident in the depictions of Dorian‘s mother and his 
two major romantic interests, Sibyl Vane and Hetty Merton.  Dorian‘s mother dies from a 
broken heart, a victim of her father‘s class prejudice.  Similarly, Sibyl commits suicide, a 
victim of Dorian‘s cruelty.  Hetty is the girl Dorian spares, albeit too late for his 
salvation.  In Thomas and Fiumara‘s version, all three women are drawn to look 




Fig. 25: Dorian‘s mother, about to kiss his father. 
From Thomas and Fiumara‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray, 
page with the horse and buggy in the lower right handcorner  









Fig. 26.  Sibyl Vane explains to Dorian why she acted badly; she is in love. 
From Thomas and Fiumara‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray, page on left hand 




Fig. 27.  Hetty Merton.  From Thomas and Fiumara‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray, 









Fiumara‘s choice to depict the women identically is puzzling.  What do the 
women have in common?  Are they all symbols of Dorian‘s inability to love, or do they 
provide images of women as victims? Additionally, there is no mention in Wilde‘s 
version of an imminent kiss between Dorian‘s parents, but this kiss is added by Thomas 
and Fiumara. This image acts to contrast the way Dorian will reject love in his life, and 
the way he will reject Sibyl Vane.  Since Sibyl and Dorian are blond in Wilde‘s version, 
their visual similarity to other characters encourages the reader/viewer to question the 
characters through their relationships to one another.  
The appearance of two other characters in Fiumara‘s version challenges 
interpretation further.  The duchess of Monmouth is also drawn to look similar to the 
other three women; although she flirts with Dorian, there is no significant relationship 
with him.  The final similarity is surprisingly significant.  Adrian Singleton, whose 
reputation has been ruined by Dorian, is depicted with long blond hair; he is Dorian‘s 
only male victim.  It would seem that Fiumara is tying together Dorian‘s victims by use 
of visual similarity and blond hair.  However, while Hetty and the Duchess of Monmouth 
resemble the female victims, they are not victims themselves.  The resemblance, then, 
leaves room for alternative interpretation and makes the victim theme ambiguous. 
Dorian‘s resemblance to the victims links him to them as he retains his false image of 
purity.    Although Dorian sees himself as Basil‘s victim, he has victims of his own.  By 
visually connecting Dorian with his mother and his victims, Fiumara visually expresses 
the paradoxical way that Dorian views victimization.  The ambiguous nature of 
Fiumara‘s blond motif blends with Wilde‘s paradoxical style. 
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 Edginton and Culbard place an interesting spin on Dorian‘s appearance in their 
version.  Here, Dorian looks remarkably like Wilde; it would seem that Culbard is linking 
Dorian‘s character with Wilde‘s (see figs. 28 and 29). 
 
 






Fig. 29.  Cover picture of Oscar Wilde.  
From Gillespie, The Picture of Dorian Gray, Norton Critical Edition. 
 
 
If we accept Dorian as Wilde, are we to interpret Wilde as deficient in morals or even 
evil, and deserving of his fate?  Or, are we to see him as a victim of wrongful public 
perception?  Clearly, Culbard and Edginton are making a statement and seemingly, at 
first glance, taking a stand.  What the statement is, though, is either a clear interpretation 
of Dorian as Wilde, or a challenge to what Wilde says is the public tendency to link him 
with Lord Henry.  There is still room, then, for interpretation.  
Interestingly, Dorian appears more innocent in this version.   Because of this, 





Fig. 30.  Dorian and Lord Henry in the garden.   








The reader must then decide whether Wilde has been corrupted, or whether the play on 
Wilde‘s identity demonstrates the difficulties of living in an oppressively strict society. 
Tabachnick points out that the presence of nude male statues is evidence of homoerotic 
allusions that are not present in the Thomas and Fiumara version (Tabachnick 11).  The 
inclusion of homoeroticism further links the Edginton and Culbard depiction of Dorian to 
Oscar Wilde the man. In interpreting Wilde‘s place in The Picture of Dorian Gray, the 
reader must decide, through interpretation of images and text, what he or she considers 
aspects of Wilde present in any of the versions. 
Visual Distinctions: the Blending of Art and Reality 
We can facilitate the search for Wilde‘s presence in his novel by examining his 
ideas of art and reality, and comparing them with visual evidence in the graphic novels.  
In The Decay of Lying, Wilde‘s character Vivian states that ――No great artist ever sees 
things as they really are.  If he did he would cease to be an artist‖ (341). Interpretation, 
according to Wilde, is a function of aesthetics, and the artist should not represent reality.  
In a letter responding to critics, Wilde states that a critic should ―recognize the essential 
difference between art and life,‖
23
 and that a critic should not ―confuse the artist with the 
subject matter.‖
24
  One can see that these statements contradict Wilde‘s description of his 
presence as variations of his characters.
25
  Wilde‘s statement in a letter dated June 27
th
 
provides a possible explanation for the contradiction; he states that the critic should not 
include ―reference to the personality [my emphasis] of the author,‖ but does not preclude 
                                                 
23
 Letter dated 27, June [1890]. 
 
24
 Letter to Scots Observer dated 9 July 1890. 
 
25
 Refer to statement in first paragraph of this paper. 
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the philosophies expressed as the subject matter.  Even so, Wilde‘s contradictions are in 
line with his paradoxical style.   
Visual techniques facilitate depictions of the real and the unreal in both graphic 
novels.  Thomas and Fiumara manipulate visual reality on the first and second pages after 
the introduction.  On the first page, Basil and Lord Henry are discussing the portrait.  It is 
not until the second page that the title of Wilde‘s novel, and a text-box containing 
―adapted from the novel by Oscar Wilde,‖ is placed below the first text box describing 
the location and subject of the portrait. The title is placed in the upper left corner of the 
page, but in a format that references a title page. The effect is that the first page, in 
comics format utilizing frames, is followed by a title page simulation, but occurs on a 
frameless page.  The play on what is the book and what is reality is, therefore, presented 
at the very beginning of the graphic novel (see figs. 31 and 32).  
  
 
Fig. 31.  Basil and Harry discuss the portrait.  First page after Introduction,  





Fig. 32. Strategic placement of title. 
Second page after Introduction, The Picture of Dorian Gray,  









Both novels establish the art versus reality theme by the appearance of the portrait 
compared to the setting and characters.  Eric Berlatsky discusses the interactions of art 
and reality in the ―‗picture frame‘ model‖ of literary frame theory, and how the literal 
frames of the graphic novel format assist in depicting these relationships (Berlatsky 1, 2).  
We can see these relationships in both graphic novel depictions.  In figure 32, the colors 
of the painting are lighter than the colors in the rest of the page.  The ―room‖ and 
characters around the portrait seem, in relation to the muted colors of the portrait, more 
real.  In this way, Fiumara establishes a dichotomy between the real and the unreal within 
the fictional narrative.  Similarly, but with a different technique, Culbard uses the artistic 
style of the portrait to the same end.   Most of the graphic novel is in a simple-lined 
comics art form, while the portrait is in a much more realistic style, more closely 
approximating a photograph.  While the characters will refer to the picture as the ―real 
Dorian‖ later in the scene (Edginton and Culbard 16), the reader has already perceived 
the paradox of Dorian‘s identity by comparing the painting and its subject on the prior 




Fig. 33.  Dorian, Basil, and Lord Henry look at the painting.   






Evidence Addressing Wilde’s Preference for Aesthetics over Morality 
Finally, both graphic novel versions express Wilde‘s preference for art over 
morality through aesthetic techniques, use of detail, and faithfulness to the story.  Donald 
Lawler states that ―for the decadent artist, the experience of beautiful and aesthetic 
objects is an end to itself… Above all it is the effect, the aesthetic charm that Wilde 
wishes to stress as an antidote to the didactic theme‖ (Lawler 93).  Lawler investigates 
revisions that Wilde made before both the 1890 and 1891 versions.
26
  Most of these 
revisions, he states, were done to increase the aesthetics of the work, to favor those 
aesthetics over a moral that was certainly present.
27
 Wilde, in a letter dated June 26, 
1890
28
, states that the public, expecting a ―wicked book:‖  
…will find that it is a story with a moral.  And the moral is this: All excess, as 
well as all renunciation, brings its own punishment.  The painter, Basil Hallward, 
worshipping physical beauty far too much, as most painters do, dies by the hand 
of one in whose soul he has created a monstrous and absurd vanity.  Dorian Gray, 
having led a life of mere sensation and pleasure, tries to kill conscience, at that 
moment kills himself.  Lord Henry Wotton seeks to be merely the spectator of 
life.  He finds that those who reject the battle are more deeply wounded than those 
who take part in it.  Yes; there is a terrible moral in Dorian Gray- a moral which 
the prurient will not be able to find in it, but which will be revealed to all whose 
minds are healthy.  Is this an artistic error?  I fear it is.  It is the only error in the 
book. (358) 
 
Wilde, then, acknowledges the moral in his story, but explains it as an ―error‖ preventing 
Dorian Gray from being a ―useless‖ piece of art.
29
  By categorizing the moral as an error, 
though, Wilde is subordinating it to the aesthetics of the work and is again exhibiting his 
use of paradox. 
                                                 
26
 Lawler argues for the existence of a manuscript pre-existing the 1890 version. 
 
27
 Wilde acknowledges his moral in a letter dated June 26, 1890. 
 
28
 Oscar Wilde, ―To the Editor of the St. James’s Gazette.‖ 
 
29
 ―All art is useless.‖ From the preface to Dorian Gray. 
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Why would Wilde allow such a strong moral to be present in his book if he 
believes that art should not be used for moral ―propaganda?‖
30
  Edouard Roditi explains 
that Wilde combined in his works the world that he lived in with an ideal world: 
Wilde‘s stories, his novel, and his plays illustrate moreover the need for plot and 
action in a world which, however idealized, still imitated the world as the author 
knew it rather than as he would like it to be; and here the author was forced to let 
his philosophical dandies become infected, as their clay feet trod the soil of 
action, with the corruption of this real world.  But the dialogues imitate Wild‘s 
ideal world of pure speculation where no action is necessary… (63-64) 
 
The mixing of the real world with one created in Dorian Gray allows for Wilde‘s 
acknowledgement of ethical standards.  Furthermore, Roditi explains that contemplation 
becomes corrupted when action is taken.  Stephen Tabachnick, citing Roditi, points out 
that ―Dorian has been a bad student of Harry‘s.  Harry never says a moral thing but never 
actually does an immoral one‖ (Tabachnick 10).  Examining actions in relation to 
philosophical statements can, then, assist the reader in assessing the balance between art 
and morality in Dorian Gray. 
Since, as Lawler points out, Wilde believes that aesthetics should have the 
primary impact in artistic works, we should look for aesthetic evidence of Wilde‘s 
philosophies in the graphic novels.  Roditi explains that:  
An artist who is as concerned as Oscar Wilde was with the purposes and devices 
of his art, with its ends and means, must demonstrate his esthetic beliefs very 
frequently and not always directly.  The very form or structure of some of his 
works may illustrate them, while the characters of other works may expound them 
as other characters expound beliefs that their author rejects. (56) 
 
As a proponent of the aesthetic movement, Wilde‘s purpose was to craft a work of art.  
Roditi also explains that, to Wilde, ―form is ‗the beginning of things‘ and ‗everything,‘ 
                                                 
30
 ―The aim of most of our modern novelists seems to be, not to write good novels, but to write novels that 
will do good.  They wish to reform the morals, rather than to portray the manners of their age.  They have 
made the novel the mode of propaganda.‖ Oscar Wilde quoted in Roditi, p. 59. 
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but he identifies form with style rather than structure…‖ (Roditi 66).  It is Wilde‘s 
paradoxical style that makes the philosophies expressed in Dorian Gray so ambiguous.  
The philosophical ambiguity exists in both graphic novels as well. 
 In looking for evidence of Wilde in the graphic novels, then, we should be able to 
see visual applications of his aesthetic principles. Techniques that Wilde uses to make 
Dorian Gray a work of art include his witty and paradoxical writing style, his 
descriptions of setting and art forms, his use of flower imagery, and the moral ambiguity 
of his ending.  The graphic novels preserve much of Wilde‘s style of paradox through 
their text selections, maintaining the ambiguity necessary for multiple interpretations. 
The addition of visual art to the selected text allows both graphic novels to substitute 
visual art for some of the novel‘s literary art.  The graphic novel format brings art to the 
forefront.  The visual art provides additional possibilities for interpretation of Wilde's 
views on art and morality. 
In the Thomas and Fiumara version, the reader is immediately exposed to a 
beautiful and detailed artistic rendering of the story.  The visuals are pleasing; they are 
done in soft colors
31
, characters are extremely attractive and drawn in a softly curved-line 
style, and backgrounds vary in tone with scene and mood; descriptions of past events 
look somewhat like camera shots taken with a soft lens.  The Edginton and Culbard 
version utilizes a less detailed, sharper-lined, black and white style; even though Dorian 
resembles Wilde, the use of the black to white spectrum maintains ambiguity by 
storytelling in shades of grey, and playing on the name of the protagonist. 
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 In Wilde‘s letter to the Daily Chronicle, dated 30 June 1890, he states that ―the aesthetic 
movement produced certain colours, subtle in their loveliness and fascinating in their almost mystical 
tone.‖ 
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Thomas and Fiumara offer a detailed visual representation of Wilde‘s chapter 11, 
in which Dorian searches for knowledge and gratification of the senses through studies of 




Fig. 34.  Dorian studies art. 
From Thomas and Fiumara, The Picture of Dorian Gray.  









Fig. 35. Dorian studies history. 
From Thomas and Fiumara, The Picture of Dorian Gray. 
 
While Edginton and Culbard omit this sequence, its inclusion in Thomas and Fiumara‘s 
version serves multiple purposes.  First, the chapter is one of those included, as Lawler 
says, to minimize the moral by the addition of aesthetics.  It also provides an extended 
example of Dorian‘s contemplative side, which then makes his subsequent action, to kill 
Basil, more striking and effective in eliciting an emotional response from the reader.  In 
turn, it emphasizes the pollution of Dorian‘s contemplation as he commits murder. 
 An important aesthetic technique that Wilde employs in his novel is the use of 
flower imagery.  The opening to Dorian Gray begins with attention to the strong scent of 
roses, and Wilde uses the flower motif to add beauty to his physical descriptions of 
characters as well.  Wilde uses roses in his descriptions of Sibyl Vane. Most importantly, 
he uses flowers to describe Dorian, and incorporates flower imagery into scenes 
associated with Dorian‘s victims.  
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Wilde‘s entire first paragraph of Dorian Gray involves flowers and plant life, and 
contains the first reference to the garden: 
The studio was filled with the rich odour of roses, and when the light summer 
wind stirred amidst the trees of the garden there came through the open door  
the heavy scent of the lilac, or the more delicate perfume of the pink-flowering 
thorn. (5) 
 
The graphic novels translate this motif in different ways.  Thomas and Fiumara keep the 
entire text of the paragraph; they do not show the garden or flowers until Henry first 
warns Dorian about the agonies of aging.  Conversely, Edginton and Culbard omit the 
text of Wilde‘s first paragraph, but show multitudes of roses in their depiction of the 
garden scene (Wilde 22, see fig. 30).  Just prior to the garden scene, Henry calls attention 
to Dorian‘s ―rose-red youth‖ and his ―rose-white boyhood‖ (Wilde 20).  Thomas and 
Fiumara keep this text as well (see fig. 23).    
In her 1884 book The Language of Flowers, Kate Greenaway lists meanings 
associated with specific flowers.  Deep red roses, in Victorian times, signified 
bashfulness or shame.  While we might associate bashfulness and naiveté with Dorian‘s 
youth, he will be, in the future, ashamed of the deterioration of his soul.  In the second 
word bubble in Figure 23, Henry alludes to this impending shame, as he refers to 
―sleeping dreams whose mere memory might stain [Dorian‘s] cheek with shame.‖  The 
Victorian meaning of the red rose is appropriate to the meaning of the text, and it is 
highly likely that Wilde intentionally applied the reference.     
 Flowers also carry out Wilde‘s philosophy of action as a corruption of 
contemplation.  As the discussion in the garden comes to a close and Dorian 
contemplates Henry‘s words, Wilde says that ―a spray of lilac fell from [Dorian‘s] hand‖ 
(Wilde 23).  The image of the garden and of a fall convey to the reader the imminent fall 
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of Dorian‘s soul due to the cruelty of his actions.  The use of the lilac, as well, reinforces 
the image, since Victorian connotations of lilacs include ―humility, first emotions of love, 
and youthful innocence.‖  Dorian‘s cruelty will also show through images of crushed 
flowers.  When Dorian rejects Sibyl, she lays at his feet ―like a trampled flower‖ (Wilde 
75). Similarly, just before Dorian kills Basil, he takes ―the flower out of his coat,‖ smells 
it, and crushes it (Wilde 131).  Thomas and Fiumara include this action, even devoting a 





Fig. 36. Dorian crushes flower before killing Basil. 
From Thomas and Fiumara, The Picture of Dorian Gray. 
 
The flower imagery connects Dorian‘s fall to the expulsion from the Garden of Eden, and 
contributes to the artistry of Wilde‘s novel.  Though more subtle than in Wilde‘s novel, 
the flower motif in the graphic novels calls attention to Wilde‘s views on aesthetics and 
morality in art. 
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As Lawler points out, Wilde also paid special attention into the ending to make it 
less didactic.  Lawler explains that that the problem with adaptations, up to the time of his 
1988 analysis, is their reversal of the art and morality balance.  He says: 
It is, perhaps, an additional irony that the continued popularity of Dorian Gray 
depends on, or at least embraces, a misconception over the way things turn out.  
The endurance of Dorian Gray as a popular novel…its adaptation to the stage, as 
a radio drama, as a motion picture, and as a dramatic tale has continued to fire the 
imagination after three quarters of a century.  In each case of adaptation, however, 
the conclusion has been altered to make Dorian repentant over his past life.  The 
story has been transformed into precisely the kind of morality tale which Wilde 
worked so hard to avoid. 
 
The Thomas and Fiumara adaptation maintains the balance as Wilde set it in his original.  
The selection of text supports a Dorian who is not repentant, and wants to kill his 
conscience to have a better life. His last chance for hope occurs before he sees the 
portrait, which he hopes will have reflected his kindness to Hetty Merton.  After he sees 
the portrait, his decision to kill his conscience occurs in two juxtaposed frames (see fig. 





Fig. 37. Dorian decides to destroy portrait.  From Thomas and Fiumara, 
The Picture of Dorian Gray. 
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In the frame on the left, Dorian is bent over as he acknowledges that the picture has been 
his conscience, and looks as if he has lost hope.  It is in the next frame that he makes the 
decision to kill that conscience.  The act of killing his conscience leaves little doubt that 
he does not repent. 
In the Edginton and Culbard version, however, Dorian‘s last hope for being 
―good‖ occurs after seeing the portrait, making this point of hope physically closer to his 
slashing the portrait.  He sys he will kill the past, and will start over when the picture is 
destroyed, but does not include the statements that he is killing his conscience or that he 
was kind to Hetty Merton because of his own vanity.  There is, therefore, a subtle 
allusion to his hope for redemption and possible repentance in this version.  This 
difference makes a significant change in the morality/didactic balance in the ending.  
Even so, the discovery of the similarities and differences between the three texts requires 
diligent reading and comparison to determine.  Because of the subtly of the differences, 
there is still room for interpretation in deciding whether or not Dorian actually repents. 
 After examining character depiction, the visual representation of reality, and 
Wilde‘s preference for aesthetics over morality in art, it is apparent that graphic novel 
adaptations of The Picture of Dorian Gray can encompass and highlight themes and add 
new ways of interpreting verbal texts.  While adaptations can change interpretive options 
by condensing text and by adding visual images, more value is obtained by comparing 
them to the original, and to each other. 
 In terms of character depiction, the use of visuals can make a character more or 
less sympathetic by individual depiction or by the connections drawn to other characters.   
While critics have speculated which parts of Wilde‘s character are present in his Dorian 
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Gray characters, we can make those same speculations by analyzing the adaptations.  
Even when Dorian is drawn to resemble Wilde, other visuals and selection of text, as in 
the Edginton and Culbard ending, still leave room for interpretation. 
 The graphic novel genre allows for visual exploration of reality through 
implementation of visual techniques.  Since an artist can play with visuals that approach 
degrees of realism, Basil can say with irony that he will stay with the ―real Dorian.‖ 
While Basil refers to the portrait, we can interpret the meaning and ironies for ourselves.   
 Finally, exploring evidence of Wilde‘s views on aesthetics and morality in art 
requires the most stringent analysis, since both aesthetics and a moral exist in Dorian 
Gray.  Here again, it is up to the individual reader to decide how moral the story is.  The 
graphic novel adaptations allow the reader to experience visual aesthetics in addition to 
Wilde‘s paradoxical wittiness.  Whether we look at Fiumara‘s soft, beautiful artwork, or 
the additional perspectives that Edginton and Culbard add by making Dorian look like 
Wilde, we gain additional opportunities for interpretation of the narrative. 
 In looking for evidence of Wilde in the graphic novel versions of The Picture of 
Dorian Gray, we have seen evidence of his existence in both adaptations.  Thomas and 
Fiumara, though, show more of Wilde‘s philosophies, while Edginton and Culbard show 
more of Wilde the man.  Comparing both with Wilde‘s novel allows the reader/viewer to 
re-examine former interpretations, and to look for new ones. 
 Graphic novel adaptations, then, do not necessarily limit possible interpretations 
of their original sources, since the reader/viewer interprets the visual and verbal 
concurrently.  While it is possible to lead a reader away from accurate interpretation of an 
original, responsible scholarship by the adaptor can enhance understanding and broaden 
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the reader‘s interpretive skills.  Although Wilde would probably not have approved of his 
likeness as a model for Dorian, I hope that he would agree that the graphic novel genre 























Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 In working with graphic novel adaptations of classic literature I have found that, 
rather than detracting from the interpretive possibilities of a verbal text, visuals can 
actually add to interpretations of it.  In fact, the degree of sophistication possible in 
graphic novel adaptations of classic literature can actually qualify them as literary 
criticism.    The analyses of William Shakespeare‘s Macbeth, Mary Shelley‘s 
Frankenstein, and Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray reveal that their 
corresponding graphic novel adaptations provide interpretive commentaries on their 
sources.  Each interpretation encourages the reader to refer back to the adapted text to 
conduct close reading for comparison and for further analysis.   
Just as we read a text closely when examining a scholar‘s critical book or article, 
we perform similar analyses when reading a graphic novel adaptation.  Similarly, we 
question that graphic novel‘s interpretation as we would the reading of a literary critic, 
and we have the same options of accepting those interpretations or proposing 
interpretations of our own.  The adapter‘s interpretive choices then become material for 
scholarly discussion.  
Since a graphic novel adaptation implements these choices without verbally 
explaining them as critics do, it becomes the task of the reader to decide what those 
choices and readings are.  This necessity makes for a challenging mode of critical inquiry 
in which the adapter and the reader engage in an interpretive collaboration.  Critical 
assessment in the form of graphic novel adaptation interprets, and requires the reader to 
interpret as well. 
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 My original intention for this project was to investigate whether graphic novel 
interpretations leave room for reader/viewer interpretation.  Since I know that the 
interpretation of art varies with the viewer, I believed that it would still be possible to 
make different interpretations of an adapted text in spite of the presence of visuals.  As I 
analyzed the adaptations and compared them to their adapted texts, I realized that each 
adaptation was the reading of its creative team.  I was, though, able to make my own 
choices in interpreting the adapters‘ readings.  Furthermore, I found that I engaged in the 
classic verbal text with greater scrutiny, and with a greater understanding of its 
interpretive possibilities.  Finally, as I analyzed the readings of literary scholars, I found 
that I was able to examine both the classic text and its adaptation for evidence that would 
support or conflict with the scholars‘ readings.  
 As a result, I realized that I was approaching my analysis of each graphic novel 
adaptation as if it were a piece of criticism.  Accordingly, I determined the need to pursue 
the interpretive qualities of each adaptation to prove the value of utilizing it as such.  As I 
progressed in my investigation, I encountered qualities of graphic novel adaptations that I 
had anticipated, and other aspects that I had not.  
Anticipated Findings 
 Since visuals are so important in graphic novels, I expected flexibility in viewer 
responses due to individual perceptions of the artistic components.  Just as individuals 
respond differently to visual art, it follows that this variable response would support 
individual interpretation.  As I reviewed each case study, I was able to provide alternative 
interpretations for visuals in each of the adaptations.  In the most striking example, the 
depiction of Dorian Gray to look like Oscar Wilde does not prohibit the reader/viewer 
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from interpreting the degree of Wilde‘s personality and views present in the character of 
Dorian.  Thus, I was able to find alternate readings of visual images that supported my 
thesis. 
 Closely associated with reader/viewer perception is the use of visual rhetoric, 
another expected component of graphic novel analysis.  Strategies of frame size, absence, 
and layout assist in focusing the adapters‘ communication.  In addition, the repetition of 
certain images helps to direct the reader/viewer to themes that the adapter considers 
important.  For example, Sexton, Grandt, and Chow use repeated close up images of 
smiling lips to link Lady Macbeth to the witches, and close ups of eyes to direct the 
reader/viewer to Shakespeare‘s theme of sight.  Alternatively, though, we can formulate 
our own reasons for these connections.   
Additionally, the graphic novel stands apart from other adaptations in its use of 
concurrent individual and sequential images.  The use of frames influences interpretation 
in vital ways.  Of course, an image depicted in a frame larger than others draws attention 
to the importance of its contents.  There are, though, other techniques that influence 
interpretation.  Frame layout can express a story within a story, or allow for playing with 
aspects of reality and altered states.   In the Classical Comics version of Frankenstein, the 
adapters put a dream sequence on the page itself, while the reality of Victor‘s feverish 
sleep is depicted in frames.  Similarly, both adaptations of Dorian Gray utilize framing 
techniques to play with the balance between life inside and outside of the portrait.  In 
these ways, graphic novel adaptations bring in interpretive techniques specific to the 




Not all findings, however, were expected. Interestingly, I found the depiction of 
character appearance to be more significant than I had anticipated.   The graphic novel 
creative teams make interpretive choices when depicting a character‘s physical 
appearance, the character‘s appearance in relation to other characters, and the character‘s 
facial expressions, gestures, and actions.  As a result, Lady Macbeth may look like 
Macbeth‘s wife, mistress, or his mother. Similarly, Frankenstein‘s creature can be 
depicted with a superhero physique, and Dorian Gray can look like Oscar Wilde.  These 
depictions, then, convey the adapters‘ viewpoints of those characters as they provide 
interpretations of them.  
The depictions of characters in relation to one another also affect interpretation.  
The depiction of a youthful Macbeth can make him look like Lady Macbeth‘s son, and 
the women in Dorian Gray may be depicted to look alike, linking them together 
conceptually.  The reader/viewer then analyzes the depictions to determine their 
implications.  These depictions and juxtapositions of characters can influence 
reader/viewer perceptions of those characters, while allowing for the reader/viewer‘s 
interpretation as well.   
Depicted gestures, actions, and positions are also of major importance.  By 
choosing to have Lady Macbeth strike her husband, the Classical Comics creative team 
conveys gender blending through the masculine action of physical force.  Conversely, the 
depiction of Lady Macbeth‘s hand on her breast indicates the importance of her 
motherhood in the same version.  The reader/viewer can then compare the depictions 
with Shakespeare‘s script to perform his or her own reading.  In a similar manner, we can 
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see the importance of positioning in Classical Comics Frankenstein; here, the creative 
team places the sometimes monstrous-looking creature in the Christ position, which 
communicates a sympathetic interpretation.  Conveying the opposite effect in their 
adaptation of Dorian Gray, Thomas and Fiumara devote a single frame to Dorian 
crushing a flower before he commits murder.  The depiction of this solitary action, also 
present in Wilde‘s original, focuses the reader/viewer‘s attention on Dorian‘s cruelty.  
These depictions of gesture, actions, and position, along with character appearance, 
indicate the adapting team‘s interpretations, but encourage reader/viewer to actively 
participate in formulating his or her own. 
Although I had anticipated the ability of the graphic novel to visualize the unseen, 
I did not appreciate the extent to which creative artistry can visualize concepts.  A 
striking example of this occurs in Classical Comics Frankenstein.  The movement 
between good and evil in Victor and his creation materializes in the artistic blending of 
the two characters, as Victor‘s body looks like that of his creation while his eyes are 
shown to glow.  Though we all understand that no physical merging takes place, and 
none takes place in Shelley‘s text, the conceptual interpretation of the adapters is 
unmistakable.  While it is clear that each character is becoming more like the other, the 
reader/viewer may determine the degree of change in each, and may choose whether to 
sympathize with one, both, or neither of them. 
In spite of my initial respect for the graphic novel medium, I did not understand 
the full potential of graphic novel adaptations to carry on a conversation with established 
critical scholarship.  Beginning with critical articles in which Lady Macbeth‘s behavior is 
linked to early modern anxieties about female physiology, I was amazed that I could find 
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supporting evidence of this in both Macbeth adaptations.  In a similar fashion, I was able 
to relate Harriet Hustis‘s article on responsible creativity to the adaptation of 
Frankenstein.  My research on The Picture of Dorian Gray also revealed visual evidence 
with which I could engage with criticism by Oscar Wilde scholars Edward Roditi and 
Donald Lawler.  In addition, I was able to find evidence of Wilde‘s critical views in the 
adaptations as well. 
Furthermore, I found that using more than one graphic novel adaptation in 
scholarly investigation corresponded in function to using more than one critical 
commentary in traditional research.  The addition of a second adaptation provided for an 
increased objectivity of perspective by diverting focus from a single adaptation‘s images.  
Although I used only one adaptation of Frankenstein, it seems as though previous 
incorrect adaptations actually provided the balance with which to counter the images in 
the Classical Comics version.  Even so, the multiple techniques used by the adapters 
provided an exceptional amount of material for analysis.  Consequently, the use of single 
and multiple adaptations work with traditional literary criticism to function critically 
themselves. 
Whether anticipated or not, my findings support the use of graphic novel 
adaptations of classic literature as critical agents; these agents allow for multiple 
interpretations while providing readings of its sources.  We can, and I do, view these 
graphic novel adaptations critical agents that require active engagement with the images 




Suggestions for further research 
Just as literary criticism requires specialized education that prepares students and 
scholars to engage with that criticism and to respond to it, graphic novels also require 
special skills that require practice.  Since most educational systems lack attention to 
visual literacy, it becomes necessary to research techniques in reading and viewing the 
content included in graphic novel media. 
To maximize the use of this medium for the future, I emphasize the importance of 
addressing education that incorporates visual literacy.  There are scholars currently 
addressing this need, and providing resources to assist educators with the implementation 
of visual literacy in the classroom.  There are also materials on comics theory available 
for scholars to explicate critical skills needed to maximally utilize graphic novel 
adaptations as criticism. 
Finally, I suggest that research on the graphic novel creative team process of 
adaptation is warranted.  The production of a graphic novel adaptation requires 
collaboration; examination of this collaborative process would give us an insight into the 
considerations of scholarship and artistic expression, and provide further information 
with which to engage with the adapted texts.  I gained valuable insight into possible 
maternal motivations for Lady Macbeth‘s character by corresponding with John 
McDonald, who adapted Macbeth: the Graphic Novel.  McDonald‘s contribution to my 
research gave me new perspectives with which to examine Lady Macbeth‘s character.  
Feedback on the collaborative process between him and the artistic team would, I am 
sure, yield additional insights.  Contemporary adaptations, therefore, give us the unique 
possibility of conversing with the adapters as authors of their new primary sources.  So, 
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while we cannot ask questions of Shakespeare, Shelley, or Wilde, we can converse with 
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